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to Daniel Shuler,

Dome or wme.

“True, my son,” he said. “It must overpowering him, for suddenly he
be made known now,” and, with a sigh, jerked the cartridge out of the rifle room, tne windows of which faced the fleet were most irregular. In spite of voice run or joyrui rener.
It suffices to tell that I rescued Matthe girl’s efforts to earn enough by her
he fetched a sheet of paper and his breech and again ran for the forest. south and the sea.
The thoughts of the sisters were in needle, the pinch of want was felt in tie by cutting the cobble adrift from
inkpot and set them before Serafino.
I saw the copper case of the cartridge communicable even to each other.
the little home. It was Miss Priscilla’s her moorings when the surly fellow rt
“Write,” he said.
sparkle through the sunlight and lie
“We have not seen George for 25 painful anxiety on account of her the bow still refused to haul up the
Serafino took the pen and wrote, and on the brown turf, bright as a gold
years,” Miriam remarked after a time. sister and Mattie that roused the latter anchor, for I am merely the chronicler
this is what he wrote:
coin. Angelo saw it too. He darted
“Aye, he grudged the expense of the to her utmost endeavor. She bethought of a page In Mattie’s life which proves
On the 18th day of March ten years
ago, the night being wild and gtormy, hpon it and with it shot Giammarchi long journey—dear laddie!” Priscilla’s her of a plan, and straightway entered her to have a heart as brave, generous
Carlo Giammarchi came down from through the back just as he reached voice broke in a dry sob, but neither of into a compact with a cousin of hers, and faithful as that of any heroine of
the sisters had shed a tear. They a young fisherman, who had shown fiction.
Mount Padro to Isola Rossa and sup the undergrowth.
For a moment Montalti stood mo would not mourn too grievously the himself very friendly toward her of
ped with me, as he bad often done be
*
* * * * * *
fore. He left my house an hour before tionless. A thin ribbon of smoke curled brother whose life had been so noble late. He was to lend her his cobble of
A number of years later Mattie stood
up
from
his
rifle
barrel.
Then
he
in
their
eyes
in
its
stern
devotion
to
a
a night to go a-fishing in the firth on in the old fashioned garden. Two
»lawn. The next afternoon a boy stop
ped me at my door and, asking wheth opened the lock and flung the cartridge high ideal of rectitude. Besides, they her own account, and he would have a young girls were chasing each other
toward
me.
had known a worse sorrow than such percentage of her winnings. She made round the flower beds. Mattie’s eyes
er I was Joseph Serafino, thrust a let
“Carlo’s mistake,” said he.
a death as George Lorimer’s could the stipulations that he was not to were unusually dreamy. Coming up
ter into my hand and ran off. The let
“Montalti’s, too," said I, and I cov bring.
speak of the transaction to any one. behind her, unobserved, I said:
ter, written by a friend of Giam
“What does the lawyer say about— und that he would row the boat to the
marchi, informed me that Giammarchi ered him. 1 let him run till he reached
“I can tell who you are thinking of.”
ivater gate of her garden when she
had been shot at daybreak four miles the covert, then I shot him through about his circumstances?” It was
“I
dare say. The dear old ladies! I
vanted it.
from the town. He now lay at death’s the back. I knew the other gendarmes Miriam who put the anxious question.
miss them sometimes even now. You
could
not
be
far
behind.
I
ran
up
to
She
was
one
of
those
timid
women
The
plan
worked
well,
and
Mattie
door and in sore need of a priest. I
see, since the babies grew up there arc
was entreated, therefore, to bring a the forest. Carlo was kneeling, stark who live in constant fear of destitution spent many a long hour on the cold, none of you quite helpless enough,"
dead,
with
one
band
clasped
about
a
—
they
who
are
instinctively
conscious,
priest with me and come to a certain
dark waters after her old ladles were she replied, with a whimsical smile.
spot among the vineyards after sun tree bole, the other grasping his rifle. poor things, of their incapacity.
“I’ll soon be an old, decripit man,” I
safely disposed of for the night.
“He had a decent burial, and—and
down. This I did and, bringing Fa I took the exploded cartridge from the
Meanwhile it had dawned upon the remarked cheerfully.
breech
of
my
rifle
and
fitted
it
into
his.
there
seems
to
be
a
little
over—
enough
She looked a loving reproach.
ther Andrea with me, was met by the
heavy but calculating brain of Peter
to do our turn.”
“Priscilla! Miriam!” she called to
man who wrote the letter. He led us Then I stole back to Isola Rossa.
Small, Mattie’s cousin, that the girl
“These
things
happened
ten
years
“Thank
God!”
the youngsters, “come to dinner. Fa
to a little hut In a thicket of shrub
would
make
a
desirable
wife;
she
was
It was at this moment the little maid so active and so well gathered, if re ther is home.”—New York Times.
by oak trees, where we found Carlo ago, but I disclose the secret now, for
stretched upon a mattress of boughs I would just as soon live among the outside the door burst into uncontrol port spoke truly.
Tent of P erseverance.
and, as it seemed, at his last breath. hills. I have been mayor for some lable weeping, and the elder of the sis
Peter was not an ill favored fellow,
“If you ever want a boy to work for
Father Andrea, however, refused him while, and perhaps I am tired of that. ters rose from her place and followed and Mattie, being one of those who are
1
have
been
married
some
while,
too,
her to the kitchen.
absolution until he should swear that
keenly sensitive to kindness, felt most you, send him out to find a four leaved
Through her tears the girl saw how kindly disposed toward him. She was clover, and if he finds one you may
if by any chance he got well of his and I am certainly”—
“That will do, my son,” Interrupted Miss Priscilla’s expression altered
wound he would never again lift hand
so free from self interest herself that hire him with the assurance that he
or weapon against a fellow man. For Father Andrea, who was looking over when alone with her—It had turned to it was the last thing she suspected in will prove faithful and deserving.”
Serafino’s
shoulder.
Serafino
signed
one
of
blank
despair.
That is the advice of Daniel Ains
awhile Carlo was obdurate.
others.
“Mattie,” she whispered, “I must tell
worth of Newton, Kan., and he has had
“It was Angelo Montalti who shot Ills name, and the priest witnessed the
Before
long
Peter
spoke
of
marriage.
me,” he said. “He knew I was with signature. Then Serafino walked out somebody or it will be too miich for The girl received his proposal en a good deal of experience with boys.
Serafino and lay in wait. If I get well, and took the path to the mountains. me. I had to spare poor Miriam, but couragingly, but told him she was not Mr. Ainsworth says this idea Is not
and let him go, the very children will Half an hour later Father Andrea car that was a falsehood I told her.”
free to marry so long as the old ladies original with him. He learned it from
ried the paper to the gendarme loung
“You may call it that, ma’am! I lived. The young man’s amazement old Alexander Sackett, a wealthy grain
sing the rlmbecco as I pass.”
ing in the square.
commission merchant of Cleveland, O.
don’t.” And Mattie set her lips in a de
You weigh your soul against a rim“My son,” said he, “commit no sin termined way she had, while a look of was followed by something like con Mr. Sackett had several boys working
Veceo?” asked the priest, and he pleadtempt.
Still,
he
did
not
believe
that
for him. When he needed a boy, he al
id with Carlo until the outlaw took the lest yonr wife scratch your face, and loving admiration shone through her this was anything more than a whim.
the truth will be disclosed,” which tears.
oath. “But God send I die,” he added, so
As the weeks passed, however, and ways put an advertisement in the
saying
was
an
enigma
to
the
gen
“I’m afraid you don’t understand, his persuasions were of no avail to paper, and when the boys came in an
and turned his face to the wall.
darme.—London Telegraph.
Mattie,” continued Miss Priscilla, move Mattie from her resolve, he be swer to it he sent them all away with
Yet Carlo did not die, and as soon as
speaking with painful effort. ,“My sis came very angry in secret. He did not instructions to go out and find a four
he could be moved his friends carried
T w o Smooth Girl».
him to a little village remote among
“Say,” remarked the drummer, “I’ve ter and I will be hard put to It now quarrel with her outright, because of leaved clover and not to return with
the hills, and there tended him. Mean seen some pretty good games worked not to starve. My brother is dead. We his exaggerated notion of her monetary out it.
Mr. Sackett invariably engaged the
while Angelo Montalto, believing that and don’t deny having been the victim have nothing to depend on for a living value.
now he had killed Giammarchi, crossed’ once in awhile, but one night as I was —nothing and nobody.”
He cudgeled his brain for some way boy who came back first with the four
“You’ve me,” quoth Mattie brusque of bringing her to reason, as he leaved clover, and the boy neved failed
to France, and, thinking to make a for coming up from Ohio on the boat with
tune, most deservedly lost what he another young man I was made an ly.
phrased It, and at last he hit upon a him.
Mr. Sackett’s motive in this was not
“We’ll not be able to afford a serv scheme. It was one only likely to oc
had. A year later he came back penni easy mark. We had been talking with
less to Isola Rossa, and, hearing that two young ladies we’d just met, when ant now, Mattie,” said the old lady cur to a selfish and unscrupulous man, that the finding of the clover brought
Carlo was still alive, enlisted as a gen one spoke of her hair being In dis very sorrowfully.
but that was of no consequence to good luck, but that it took patience,
perseverence and persistent work to
“You’ll have a servant, Miss Priscil Peter.
darme, being thus privileged to kill order and bemoaned her fate in not
Carlo and suffer no disability himself.
One night, on the plea of helping find a four leaved clover, and that a
having a comb. I suggested that she la, as long as I’ve a pair of hands to
However, he had to find Giammarchi take the key to my stateroom and use do your work.”
Mattie with the lines, Peter stepped boy lacking in those qualities would
first, and there was but one man in my comb. She was delighted, and,
And for no reasoning of Miss Pris aboard the cobble and rowed her out soon tire of the hunt, and that such a
Isola Rossa who could show him the with her other lady companion, both cilla’s would Mattie budge an inch to her fishing ground. Anchoring the boy was not worth hiring.—Kansas
from her decision.
way, and that man was the least dis girls retired to our stateroom.
boat securely, he seated himself on a City Star.
posed of all to help him, for Carlo
Miss Lorimer had a feeble constitu thwart within reach of the painter.
“My friend and I waited patiently
F a n F o r th e Neighbors.
Giammarchi was my friend. How for their return, and nearly an hour tion, and the shock of her brother’s
Mattie had tried to dissuade him
A youth in the east end caused quite ever, I did show Angelo the way, for it passed. I was getting nervous, and we sudden death made a chronic invalid from accompanying her, and she was
was my habit to visit Giammarchi in went to our stateroom door and knock of her. Miss Miriam was almost as surprised he should ignore her wish. a sensation a few days since by start
the village where he lay, still weak ed. All we could hear was some gig helpless in her way, and it is hard to Still, she was not altogether displeased ing out as an amateur mail carrier. His
mother had placed a large number of
from his wound, and Angelo set spies gling, and we could not get an answer. tell what would have become of the to have his company.
to follow me. On my last visit I found We waited another hour and then sisters had it not been for Mattie. She 'j It was one of those nights in which letters which she had received from
to my surprise that the village was de another, and finally decided to get an was their sole support, but the remark the dim starlight seems to intensify her husband before marriage in a box
serted, except for a few women and other stateroom. We proceeded to lo able thing is that nobody knew it ex the darkness of land and sea. The and stored the box in a closet in her,
room. The precocious youth found the
children.
cate the clerk, and yon can guess how cept poor old Miss -Priscilla herself. heaving waters had a phosphorescent
“There Is a festa In the next ham we felt when we found out that every The girl guarded her mistresses’ pride gleam, and the waves mounted sullenly box, and seeing so many letters con
ceived the idea of establishing a post
let,” Carlo explained. “But it is unlike thing, even to the lounges In the par as carefully as if it were her own.
as the wind from the east -i»wept across route in opposition to Uncle Sam. He
ly the gendarmes will on this one day lors, was occupied. My friend and I
As soon as possible Mattie started them in stinging gusts.
filled a small wagon with the missives
come here to search for me,”
felt downcast. Finally a bright idea the various small Industries by which
But for Peter’s companionship Mattie
she managed to keep the pot boiling would have felt the solitude “eerie.” and unknown to his mother started out
But even while he spoke a child struck me.
on his route. He was Industrious, and
came running up the hillside, crying
“ ‘What’s the matter,’ said I, ‘with for three. The little white house be Yet they had little to say to each other
that the gendarmes were coming. I asking for the use of the girls’ own longed to the sisters, and that lessened They worked with a will. Fish were called at every house in the block, leav
her difficulties somewhat. Still It was plentiful, and in a couple of hours they ing a letter at each one.
snatched up my rifle. Carlo picked up stateroom? They have ours.’
When the hopeful was returning he
his, but with a certain hesitation, as
“My friend was delighted with the no light task she had undertaken. She had caught as many as Mattie wanted, was met by his mother and asked
though his oath weighed upon him.
idea. We went to the clerk and told was at work early and late and was
“We’ll be weighing anchor now,” she where he had been. He promptly re
withal the cheeriest little woman you said.
“I must needs live in the forest,” be him our story, describing the girls.
plied he was playing letter carrier and
said, and we hurried out of the cottage
‘“ Sorry, ojd man,’ he said, ‘but those would meet In a day’s march.
“Not quite yet, lass,” quoth Peter in volunteered the information that he
and up the slope behind the village. girls were unable to get a stateroom,
To the villagers who quizzed her a dry tone. “I came here tonight mean
about her Industry and her earnings ing to get your promise to marry me a had “found a lot of letters in a closet
We had only climbed 200 yards when although they tried hard.’
up stairs and had left one at every
Carlo’s breath failed him.
“We slept on the deck,"-—Detroit she declared she was “laying by” for fortnight from now, and we’ll up an house.” The mother had a premonition.
“I can go no farther,” he said, and Free Press.
her “providing”—she was not minded chor only when you’ve given It”
She hurried up stairs and discovered
dropped to the ground. I sprang on to
to be a portionless bride.
“You’ll row me ashore at once, Peter,
a hillock and looked downward. Half
Her visits to the neighboring town or I’ll never forgive you,” cried Mattie, that all the antenuptial missives which
she had so carefully preserved had
a mile below I could see the shoulder
with supplies of fruit and vegetables amazed and indignant.
been distributed among her neighbors.
belts and rifles flashing among the
for the market had set the gossips
“I’ll row you ashore as soon as you
M AID M ATTIE.
junipers like so many mirrors, and
agog, and they had many dark hints give me your word—not till then,” said What the neighbors thought of the bil
let doux submitted for their perusal is
then I heard a shout. It seemed to
to make regarding her honesty. When Peter doggedly,
not known, but they were all promptly
U nselfish to th e L ast, She Sup
come from much nearer—from the very
the girl invaded their own ground,
“You’re
never
in
earnest”
Mattie
p o rted H e r B enefactors.
borders of the village. I looked that
however, and began to buy and retail was beginning to tremble a little in returned.—Pittsburg Press.
way and saw a gendarme standing in
the creels of fish, the sight of her the darkness.
Jane W ouldn ’t Stand It.
front of a cottage. I remembered his
depravity could no longer be endured,
“Am I not? I’m thinking I’ve pinned
There was always a profusion of old and they went In a deputation to in
Before marriage she was a school
shadow on the white plaster of the
yon
this
time,
my
lass!”
And
he
laugh
teacher, and it took a good deal of
wall. He held his rifle to his cheek, fashioned blossoms in the garden that form and caution the old ladies.
ed exultantly.
and the next moment I saw the smoke sloped from the little white house to
The only bad effect of the ignorant
Mattie was speechless for the mo masculine tact to wean her from the
and heard the singing of a bullet a the water’s edge. My early recollection interference of these busybodies was to ment, dazed by the revelation of his idea of making a scientific career. But
yard above my head. I jumped off the of it is of a spot where the sun shone make Miss Miriam more intolerant in character. It seemed to her that she now she presides over a happy little
hillock and lifted Carlo. Half dragging, more brightly than elsewhere. The private of “Mattie’s eccentricities” and looked suddenly into a gulf of horrid home In Detroit and is gradually be
half pushing him, I got him up to a mingled scents of the flowers and the a little suspicion that the girl was darkness. What a cruel heart he must coming domesticated. Among the pos
narrow patch of albatro which stretch salt sea are as fresh and sweet as the greedy. Mattie’s Indefatigable energy have to think of taking so mean an ad sessions of the family is a cow, which
ed across the slope. The strip of shrub story that was enacted here years ago. became a source of irritation to the vantage! He knew so well how afraid is milked by the servant girl. She was
Mattie was the maid to Miss Priscilla delicate old maid, who had not the she was lest the old ladies should learn skimming off some rich, yellow cream
bery was dense, and leaving Carlo on
the edge of it I pushed inward to dis and her sister, Miss Miriam, who dwelt key to it, and poor Miss Priscilla’s of of these midnight excursions of hers the other day when her mistress said:
“Jane, do you know that there áre
cover the safest hiding place. But I in the cottage then. When little more fice of mediator was not always a It would break Miss Priscilla’s heart to
had not moved more than ten paces than a child she was “taken home’’ by sinecure. But they seldom quarreled know of the hardships she had borne, in that milk millions of minute organ
before I heard a startled exclamation the two elderly spinsters, who dealt outright, for Mattie rarely forgot that however cheerfully, for her sake. As isms that look horrid under”—
“There’s not one, mum,” hotly retort
behind me. I turned around. Carlo most kindly by the orphan from that Miss Miriam had been “kept in the for the other sister, she would be dis
was holding the twigs apart and peer day.
dark,” and, besides, she had a tactful graced forever in Miss Miriam’s eyes. ed Jane. “There’s not one, and I won’t
The Misses Lorimer were spoken of way with her. Scenes like the follow Her own silence would insure that.
stand it either. I scours the bucket, I
ing down the slope. All fatigue had
faded from his face; his very beard as “very genteel ladies,” although their ing were of frequent occurrence, how
“Well, are you content to stop here washes the cow, I scalds the pahs, and
seemed alert. I ran back and looked antecedents were unknown. They had ever.
till daylight?” cried Peter, breaking in I covers the milk. Yer the first woman
over his shoulder. One gendarme was settled in the fishing hamlet when both
Mattie’s bright face would look on her troubled thoughts. “There will as ever told me I was not clean about
running up the slope, his body doubled were still comparatively young, but round the sitting room door of a morn be a fine stir at the cottage when the my work.”
“But listen, Jane”—
they had always maintained a marked ing. “Oh, Miss Miriam, if you’re not Misses Lorimer wake up and want
forward. It was Angelo Montalti.
“I’ll listen to no more, that I won’t.
He made a mark to tempt a saint, reserve and had mixed little with the too busy, would you mind plucking a their breakfast,” he added craftily.
and my fingers itched for a shot at inhabitants.
few young peas? I must finish the
At this Mattie sprang to her feet and I’ve heard too much now. I’ll leave
On the day Mattie learned some washing, but I would like to take them stretched across to grasp the anchor within the hour, mum, fur they’s plen
him. Carlo loaded his rifle. Twice he
raised it to his shoulder, twice he thing of the past and realized fully the to the market today. They’re scarce.” rope, but he held her off. Then he ty of places and them as don’t be
slanderin a honest workin girl.”
lowered it. Then he sprang through precarious future of her old ladies life
Miss Miriam would continue to nib taunted her with her powerlessness.
The husband came home to find his
the thicket and out upon the opposite became an astounding, but, above all, a ble the end of her quill pen reflectively.
She confided to me long afterward
side. From the border of the shrub stern reality to her. A letter came that (She is seated at her desk. It is Miss that she knew the sort of despairing wife in tears and audibly wishing that
bery an open incline rose to the great morning addressed in a strange hand Miriam’s belief that she has the poetic rage that tempts a being in extremity she wasn’t “smart.”—Detroit Free
Press.
forest. If Carlo could cross the open to Miss Lorimer. The post mark was gift, and her time is much occupied in to take the life of another.
space, he would be safe. I advanced “London”—that faroff place associated its exercise.)
Peter drove her back to the seat she
Queer L ittle People.
immediately to Montalti.
in Mattie’s mind with pavements of
“It’s such a lovely morning,” says had quitted. Then she shipped the
The Eskimos who live on the west
“Where’s Giammarchi?” he cried.
gold and the palatial homes of wealthy Mattie persuasively.
oars into the rowlocks and strove with roast of Greenland between Melville
“Not here. It was me you shot at, bankers. It was there the banker lived
“Dear, dear! If you only knew what all her might to drag the boat from its bay and Kane basin are the most
Angelo.”
who was own brother to the Misses it means to be disturbed at such mo moorings, but it was useless.
northerly human beings on the face
“Not here!” said he, with a sneer. Lorimer.
“Come, Mattie, be a sensible woman
ments! But you have no tact, no con
“Well, St. Nega is the saint for an ad
Mattie handed the letter to Miss sideration; you will never learn, Mat- for once and give in. It beats me to of the globe, and in many ways they
live almost like animals. Their only
vocate to worship,” and he ran past Priscilla where she sat at the head of
know what you. make such a to do property is clothing, weapons for the
me. 1 was just putting out my band the frugal but dainty breakfast table, tie!” cries the lady pettishly.
“I’m so sorry, ma’am, but the peas for.”
chase and food, which consists entirely
to catch him when I noticed the tin and left the room. The door was all
Mattie’s answer was a cry of despair. of meat, blubber and blood.
cartridge box which swung at his side. but closed when she heard her mis will so soon be past their best, and”—
“The peas, Indeed! And what of my It was that I heard as I was returning
They have no vegetation of any kind,
I drew my hand back. Angelo pushed tress cry:
ideas? If I do not pluck them when to the coast guard station after my and not even a pinch of salt. Lieuten
through the thicket, and I followed
“He is dead, Miriam! Oh, Miriam, they are ripe, they wither also.”
night’s round of inspection.
ant Peary has this to say about these
him. Carlo was half way up the slope, George is dead!”
“But think of the price they’ll
Mattie’s despair was not unfounded. queer little people: “Is it to be won
but he moved at a stumble, with one
The distress in the voice she loved fetch!” cries the maid, her mind upon What was the use of telling this man
dered at that under these circum
hand to the wound In his chest.
held Mattie, .
the peas.
the true facts of the case—that the stances a man offered me his dogs
“Not here!” Montalti flung the words
“What!” cried Miss Miriam. “No, no;
“The price! Thank goodness, I have poor old ladies had nobody to look to and sleds and all his furs for a piece
at me. “Signor Advocate, you and I it is not possible. The debt! God
never put my gift to base uses—and but her? He would only sneer. She of board as long as himself; that an
will talk about that lie afterward.”
would not call him home before his never will! Mattie, it grieves me to need not throw herself upon his gen other offered me his wife and two
“He had your life in his hands, and work was done!”
see you becoming so mercenary. I do erosity; he had none. He was hard children for a shining knife, and that
he let you go.”
“His work is done. The last of the
“The more fool he,” said Montalti. debt was cleared a week ago,” Miss pot think I can possibly afford time as flint. He would keep his word in a woman offered me all her possessions,
spite of all she could say or do. Day which she had collected for years, for a
He tossed the cartridge he had fired at Priscilla answered with a forced calm for the peas this morning.”
“Dear Miss Miriam, not If I tell you light would find her here if she did not needle?”
me out of his rifle and felt for another. that hurt the listener more than her
These people are very generous, and
The lid of his cartridge box was open; poignant cry. The letter rustled in the I want the money to buy a dhicken for promise. Could she promise—for their
Miss Priscilla? She enjoyed the last sakes? But would it be best for them
the box was empty.
old lady’s trembling fingers with the so much. I assure you, it’s not for my in the end? That question saved Mat- all the game captured by a hunter is
equally divided among all his neigh
“You must have spilled them all sound of autumn leaves in the wintry
self this time.”
.tie. She saw so clearly that the wife bors. They have their own kind of
while you ran,” said I.
wind, and Miss Miriam’s low moaning
“That alters" the case entirely. Cer of Peter Smail would have little power athletic entertainment, too, which in
“Give me yours,” said he, turning, Intensified the effect of sudden storm
tainly, certainly, we must get a chick to minister to others.
cludes wrestling, boxing and tests of
with an oath.
and disaster.
en for Miss Priscilla.” Then the good
“You can stay here till doomsday,
I stood a little way off and laughed
“George gone, George gone! And he lady sets her cap straight, and takes Peter, but you’ll never get me to say strength in the lifting of heavy stones.
at him.
the youngest! We have nobody now.
W h at tlie J u r y Thought.
‘Angelo, I have none. Do I not What will become of us?” Fear made her way contentedly to the sunny I’ll marry you. That Idea Is gone, once
garden.
and for all. I’ve changed my opinion
During a trial for assault in Mel
worship St. Nega?”
the last words faint.
It was during the first winter—a se of you this night as I—as I never bourne, a club, a rail; an ax handle, a
He swore at me again and then raced
“We have God,” said Priscilla.
vere one, as luck would have It—that thought to”— Her words ended in a knife and a shotgun were exhibited as
up the hillside. Carlo, though near- to
“You do not say ‘Our Father!’ ”
the instruments with which the deed
the forest, was yet nearer to the limits Miriam’s voice had hardened strangely. Mattie had her hardest struggle to sob.
Peter’s anger rose. He began to
keep the wolf from the door. She had
of his strength. I shouted to him. He
“Don’t, sister, don’t!” cried the elder not yet started the little poultry farm threaten and to bully her, thinking was done.
It was also shown that the assaulted
turned, saw Angelo pursuing him, quickly. “Your bitterness gives him
dropped behind a bowlder and cover another wrong to answer for at the which yielded her a tolerable Income probably that her tears betokened a man defended himself with a scythe, a
ed him with his rifle. Angelo began to last judgment—and he has surely later on. The garden was empty, save weakness that demanded such treat revolver, a pitchfork, a chisel, a hand
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She said to herself of awhile: “Pity >tis to be
sleeping,
Since slumber brings shadow and silence, though
softly it fall.
What are dreams? Ne’er an hour of my day
would I change for them all.”
For how could she know her delight lay in one
dream’s keeping?
She will say to herselfold woman just
creeping about,
Half adrowse as the flies be that stir in a win
try sun,
With the singing not heard any more, and the
good days all done,
And joy from her heart, and the light from her
eyes ebbed out—
She will say to herself of awhile: “Pity ’tis to be
waking,
For weary this clamorous world to the lonely
and old.
Better dream, so a wraith of their lost they
may happy behold.”
For what could she tell of the dream beyond
slumber’s, breaking?
Yet one of her days, when they darken bereft, of
a gleam,
111 omened with hauntings of fear by the last
hope forsaken,
If the old, old woman should sleep, and the
girl should awaken,
Where desire of all hearts dwelleth deep In a
dream of the dream!
—Jane Barlow in Athenaeum.

CARLO'S OATH. \
How the Truth Came to Light
Through a Scratched Pace.

►
}
►

The old priest of Isola Rossa, stand
ing at his door in the cool of the even
ing,' saw. Joseph Serafino stamp furi
ously across the square. He smiled
and called over his shoulder to the
crone who waited on him to get out a
bottle of Cap Corse wine from the cup
board, for Joseph carried his gun
slung across his shoulders. As Joseph
drew nearer, however, the priest’s
smile changed into a frown, and he or
dered the woman to go down into the
cellar and fetch up a bottle of an older
vintage, for there were scratches upon
Joseph’s face.
Serafino’s wife was something of a
shrew, as the priest was well aware,
since at times her tongue wore out her
husband’s patience, and he would sling
his gun across his shoulders, stuff his
pockets with cartridges and hurry to
Father Andrea’s house in the square,
vowing that he would put up with this
dog’s life no longer. The conversation
which followed was of so invariable a
kind and ended in so invariable a re
sult that the priest could anticipate it
with a smile. Serafino would call the
earth, the heaven above the earth and
the waters under the earth to witness
that he had done with houses and
streets and his fellow men; that hence
forth he would live alone among the
chestnut forests of Mount Padro,
where no women’s tongues clattered
and all the world was still. When
Serafino was tired of talking, the
priest would persuade him to drink a
last bottle of wine before he went.
And, after the bottle was finished, the
old man would propose one last game
of piquet, which Joseph was allowed
to win, and after the game of piquet
Joseph was led gently home.
Tonight, however, there were scratch
es upon Serafino’s face, and so Father
Andrea ordered his best white wine,
which had lain 20 years in bottle, and
thanked the pope he was himself a
celibate. A scratched face was a new
thing even in Serafino’s experience,
and the priest wondered whether the
conversation tonight might not have
a different end. His wonder was jus
tified in the event.
“Am I mayor of Isola Rossa?” cried
Serafino. “Were my grandfathers cor
porals of Corsica? Was J taught at the
College of Ajaccio? Did I practice as
an advocate before I inherited my
lands? And shall I endure an eternal
click-clack of abuse and—look, father!
—a woman’s finger nails?”
Serafino walked about the room, tug
ging with both hands at his great
beard. Except for the remark about
the finger nails the harangue was
familiar enough, and the priest with a
soothing word or two uncorked his

swore to me, that if he recovered he
would never again lift hand or weapon
against a fellow man?”
“I have not forgotten. Giammarchi
kept that oath.”
The priest tapped gently with his
fingers on the table for a little. Then,
as gently, he said:
"That is not right, my son. Carlo
Giammarchi was your friend, I know,
but It Is not right on that account to
deny the truth. Giammarchi shot An
gelo through the back.”
“Who shall prove that?” asked Seraflno bluntly.
The priest sat down In a chair and
proceeded to argue with Serafino, In a
«oft, persistent voice, as though he
were talking to an obstinate child. He
was not altogether displeased at Sera
fino’s stubbornness, since, in the argu
ment, Serafino’s wife seemed likely to
be forgotten.
“The two men were found dead upon
the hillside,” he said. “Both were shot
in the back. Angelo was a gendarme
and Is excused by his duty, though I
do not say he should not rather have
tried to' capture Giammarchi. It was
evident, however, that Giammarchi
was escaping. A few yards would have
brought him into the safety of the
woods, and so Angelo shot him.”
Serafino nodded his head, agreeing so
far.
“But Angelo was shot too. He also
was shot In the back. Therefore he
was turning away -down the hillside to
join his fellows. Giammarchi can only
have been wounded and shot Angelo
before he died.”
Who shall prove that?” again asked
Serafino.
'There was no witness, It Is true,”
said the priest, “but there needs none,
for an exploded cartridge was In the
barrel of Giammarchl’s rifle. It Is proof
enough.”
Serafino looked for a long while at
the priest.
But what if there was a witness?”
he said slowly. Then he turned again
to the window and exclaimed ab
ruptly, “Angelo Montalti died a dog’s
death as he deserved, and Carlo Giam
marchi kept the oath he swore.”
After he had spoken'there was si
lence. The old priest’s object had at
all events been secured, for both men
had clean forgotten Serafino’s wife.
Joseph stared out of the window. The
priest stared at the wine in his glass.
At last the priest spoke timidly:
“I do not understand, my son.”
Serafino made no movement, but an
swered In a musing voice as he looked
out up to the mountains and the maqui of trees and shrubs which clothed
the mountain flanks.
“Why should I not tell you? For ten
years Glammarchi’s memory has lain
under this reproach, and he was my
friend. As for myself, I would just as
soon live among the hills.”
He called the priest to his side and
pointed across the square to the large
house at the corner.
“There Carlo Giammarchi lived 20
years ago. Twenty years ago—it was
just such another summer evening as
this, father—I was at supper with Car
lo in that house, when the news was
brought that old Montalti, Angelo’s
father, had stabbed Giammarchi’s son
in a tavern at Calvi. Carlo leaned his
head on his hands and said not a sin
gle word. Carlo was 50; 1 only 25, so I
kept silence too. After awhile Carlo
got up very softly from his chair and
took his rifle. Then as softly he went
out of the house and took the road up
past Belgodere to'the Col' Colombano,
where two days afterward he fell In
with Montalti and shot him through
the lungs. Carlo took refuge in the
maqul about Mount Padro and so liv
ed securely for the next ten years.
Montalti, however, left behind him a
sister of his own age and a son, An
gelo, who was 14 years old when his
father died. Have you not seen them,
father, walking together by the sea,
among the orange trees, among the
olives, the sister always talking, the
boy listening? Angelo learned but one
lesson during those ten years while
Carlo Giammarchi lay hid on Mount
Padro, and that lesson, that he must
avenge his father. Not that I blame
Montalti’s sister,”- he added simply.
“She only did her duty.”
’ “Joseph,” cried old Father Andrea,
lifting his hands in expostulation, “do
you say that?”
Serafino laughed.
“Yes, even I. Say that my blood
claims me In the end. I am no French
man. I hate them, like any other Corsi
can, for all my fine schooling at Ajac
cio. Look, father, at the gendarme
there, lounging on the bench before the
inn! I could dash my fists in his face
with the greatest good will. Angelo
turned gendarme. That’s why he de
served a dog’s death, not because be
killed Carlo. Besides, he was a cur,"
and Serafino told the rest of his story.
The old priest listened with a frowning
face until Serafino stopped.
“And you have hidden this for ten
years?” he said severely.
“I make it known now,” said Sera
fino, and at that the old man’s severity
softened Into sadness.. __ __-
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single
fare
You have only a short time to ldbk after the full seamless, double heel and toe, 9c.
money will have to be raised. There are allowed to trot, as on any other largely composed of old soldiers
the round trip, with a minimum of 50
T he Tenth Pennsj’lvania Volun
many little things wanted to fit your children
Also the Famous Bicycle Hose for youths,
are only two ways of raising it. public highway ; and underneath it and their constant and ever faithful for
cents from all points on their lines, except
teers, the only volunteer regiment More bonds must be issued, or new
out for school. We can he of great help to you corduroy rib, double knee, heel and toe, full
friends as that one was.
between Noble and Bound Brook inclusive
and save you some money.
east of the Mississippi to see taxes must be imposed. Neither is the streets, roads and stream are
seamless, 15c. This is a regular 25c. hose.
Old F riend .
on the New York Line and Branches.
Nice, neat lunch baskets, dinner kettles, 4 and
School Companions we have about a dozen
unobstrueted
in
their
free
course
We are having a cut price sale of Ham
Philippine service, marched through likely to be popular, but it is a
These tickets will be on sale and good go
6c. Boys’ hats 10 to 40c. Misses’ and children’s styles to select from, some very pretty and ex
and
use.
Phcenixville
got
a
new
ing September 2d to 5th inclusive, and good mocks at from 60 cents to $2.50 each.
Pittsburg, Monday, and received a question of necessity, not popular
sailors 18c. Children’s caps 24c. Tom O’Shan- tra values. Pencil tablets from 35 to 300 pages.
Nebraska Farmers.
ter 25c. Children’s handkerchiefs lc. and up. Lead pencils, single and double slates, book
to return until September 12th inclusive,
vociferous ovation. President Mc ity. Under the act of Congress birth from this bridge as Upper and
A few years ago hard times made good only for continuous passage in each
Boys1 waist 13c. Blouse waist 24c. Boys’ pants straps, rulers, school hags.
Lower
Providence
obtained
an
ever
Kinley and Governor Stone were providing authority for issuing
12 to 15c. Children’s hose, something th a t has
And don’t forget our Special Umbrella for 45c.
the
Western
farmer
deny
himself
direction.
stood the test with us for the past year, 1x2 rib, really worth 76c, 24-inch, ju st nice for school.
present, the latter presiding at a bonds to carry on the war with lasting blessing and a new link of everything save the barest necessi Those who desire to make a longer stay
public meeting in honor of the vol Spain, only half of the $400,000,000 affinity by the erection of the Perki- ties of life. Then came the great and make some of the numerous side trips
unteers. The President delivered a were issued, and none of the $100,- omen bridge 100 years ago. What crop year of 1897 and with it a arranged at reduced rates by the Philadel 15c., 20c., 25c., 30c., 35c., 40c. and 50c.
m for m
phia & Reading Railway to Gettysburg, Aneach.
speech in the presence of 40,000 000,000 in certificates of indebted a benediction is a great, good and story. A Nebraska farmer carried tietam, Valley Forge, the sea shore, etc., can
aptly planned and well constructed
people.
ness have been issued, but the fact bridge ? The old doctors like Dr. a mortgage of $4,200 on his prop by depositing ticket with Mr. A. J . Poston,
D oors Com plete,
Special Agent, 1332 CheBtnut St., Phila., be
that Treasury officials have been Solliday of Sumneytown and Dr. erty, and it was a burden hard to tween September 5th and 9th both inclusive,
T he North American, of Phila quietly investigating with a view to
contend with. The wheat crop in and payment of 50 cents additional, have re
with Hinges, Hook and Knobb, $1.00.
HOUSE FURNISHING
delphia, beats Gentiles and Jews in to an extension of the stamp tax in Hiram Corson of Plymouth Meet ’97 was enormous and prices were turn limit extended to September 30, 1899,
ing
in
Montgomery
county
used
to
These
goods
were
bought
and
are
being
inclusive.
enterprise in the matter of delving dicates a desire to try to raise the
high. He appeared at the bank
-GOODS t::r
For full information as to rates, time of
after and unearthing information money needed by new taxes rather tell of the struggle they had with shortly after harvest, pulled out
trains, etc., consult Philadelphia & Reading sold at old prices.
the
streams
in
those
early
days
Paints, Oils, Varnishes, Glass,
calculated to frighten timid Re than by more bonds, although Sec
$4,000 and asked for a loan of $200 ticket agents, or Address Edson L ., Weeks,
Putty, Brushes, etc.
publican partisans. It recently an tary Gage says that neither bonds when they practiced medicine and to enable him to cancel the mort General Passenger Agent, Philadelphia.
"■■■■OOO1 ■>
Embroideries 3 1-8 in. for 15c. per yard ;
good edges and many styles to select from.
nounced in sententious tones that nor additional taxes will be neces surgery, and traveled uniformly on gage note. The banker, who held
Other widths from 5c. upward. Val. laces,
“Pennsylvania is without a Repub sary, and expresses doubts of his horseback over the bills and through the note, urged him not to bother
just e thing to trim lawn and organdie
or rent. .
dresses. Torshon laces in all widths, from 3
A part of a house in Coliegeville. Ap
lican Convention that the Repub legal right to issue more bonds, if the waters in all the vast regions about it, but go and buy cattle with
to 10c. Insertings for shirt waists ; also all BICYCLES, Bicycle Sundries, Electrical
ply to ’
MARY V. BERTOLET,
lying
along
the
Perkiomen,
Skipover embroideries for fronts. A great re
licans of Pennsylvania “endorse the necessity to do so should arise,
•
•
i ■ Coliegeville, Pa.
his $4,000, feed his corn crop and in
Supplies, Incubators, etc., It will be
duction in men’s fine flannel bicycle shirts ;
to your interest to examine my
the Harrisburg endorsement of the under the law authorizing their pack, Wissahickon and the Schuyl that way get the maximum for his
have been $1.00, now 75 cents. Also Men’s
207
Bridge
Street,
stock before making your
kill.
A
bridge
should
be
strong,
colored
bosom
sbirts,
that
were
$1.00,
are
s
t
a
t
e
n
o
t
ic
e
.
Administration, but they do not en issue to pay the expenses of the
purchases. I have tbe
product. “No, sir . replied the
now
75
cents.
Keaalsa
jee
patterns,
brands,
Estate
of
Archibald
Devaney,
late
of
agency for the
P h c e n ix v ille , P a . thread, and rings, stamped linen, doylies
dorse the endorsers,” and more in war with Spain, which officially but it should also be beautiful ; an farmer, “I want to pay that note Upper Providence, Montgomery county, de 3-17.
and embroidery silks, and boops. Ready
ceased.
Letters
testamentary
on
the
above
ornameDt
as
well
as
a
wagon-way,
the same vein. The American is ended with the signing of the treaty
nbw. Then' when1 I harvest' the estate having been granted the undersigned,
made wrappers. Sonbonnets, 25c. Swim
or. railroad track. Our bridge over
persons indebted to said estate are re During July and August close evenings at 6 ming tigiils. 10 and 15c. Belts, and ribbons
also unique in its enterprise.
corn crop I ’m goin' to pay you back all
of peace.
all colors ; bows tied free of charge. Hair
quested to make immediate payment, and
the Schuylkill at Norristown is a
except Saturday at 10 p. m.
switches and fronts for sale ; combings made
having legal claims, to present the
Secretary Root declines to dis long, ungainly, gloomy wooden that $200 I just borrowed, and then those
Into switches, 30c. per ounce ; liair singeing,
delay to
A gentleman named Righter, of cuss the nature of his conference tunnel. It was purchased by an do you know what I ’m going to same without
25. , A few sti ings of beads will be sold for
WILLIAM ADAMS, Executor,
do
?”
and
his
honest
face
beamed
87 cer t, cost price. Also a lot of soiled
Or
his
attorney,
Mont
Clare,
Pa.
of Spring Mill, is to be tendered with the President, this week, and unwise policy that demanded the all over with pleasure. “I ’m going
window goods at cost; all that is needed is Hench and Dromgold
Whitaker Thompson, Mont Clare, Pa.
the Republican nomination for Re says that Gen. Otis will remain in demolition of the toll-gate instead to buy a buggy 1” This little inci J. 24au.
soap «¡nil Water to make them look like new.
Fiue.Whlje India Linens—8.10, 12%, 15 and
corder of Deeds by “common con command of the army in the Philip of a new open and substantial dent tells the story of thousands of
Farm Implements,
".«rn+ :ii +i
—OF—
25c. pei yard. White Orgav die for 25 cents.
structure like that at Coliegeville. others out in Nebraska, and the
s t a t e n o t ic e .
sent” at a Norristown Convention. pines.
Here, paradoxical as it may appear, fact that during the past six months
Estate of A. W. Loux, late of Perki
Bleached Muslin
The reason for this anticipated con
township, Montgomery county, dec’d.
Post office department officials we are not allowed to drive a horse one concern (The Stover Carriage omen
Letters
of administration on the above
sensus of political action, is, ac are a little uneasy over the reports in a trot, no matter what the exig Company of Chicago) have shipped estate having
for
7c.
per yard. Full line of Sheeting in
been granted the undersigned,
Syracuse Plows. Peerless Incubators and
1^> t y i and 2 ^ widths. Ginghams, plaid Brooders
cording to the Times- Chronicle of they have received concerning the ency, yet the cars run through the to one firm in Omaha alone one all persons indebted to said estate are re
have no superior, and can be. seen in
muslins,
dimities
and
ready-made
underwear.
to make immediate payment, and
operation at our store. Electric Blue Flame
Jenkintown, based upon a wide organization of a lobby to work dark passageway, spitting sparks at hundred and thirty carloads of quested
having legal claims, to present the
Night dresses for 50c., 75c., and $1.15. Oil Stoves for cooking are perfect. Vapor
revolution of the wheels of buggies and carriages, averaging those
same without delay to
White skirts with ruffle of embroidery for and gasoline stoves oi the best makes, and
spread recognition of Mr. Righter’s Congress in the interest of the every
the electric cars; and our Com about 22 to the car, makes it very
ANDREW W. LOUX, Administrator;
65c., 98c.: with two rows of lace inserting can be had here at tbe right prices.’
pretty penmanship and his dis fourth-class postmasters, of whom missioners pay a man to watch the
Or hie attorney,
Coliegeville, Pa.
and deep lace rufflle, for $1.49. Corset
evident that prosperity is with
AND
covers for 25c., 38c., 50c.; drawers, 25c., 39c.
A nice line of Spalding's Sporting Goods,
tinguished liberality in distributing there are 70,000 in the country. bridge by day and another man to Nebraska. It is a wonderful state Geo. W. Zimmerman, Coliegeville, Pa.
and 50c.
fishing tackle, etc. Blacksmiths’ Supplies.
wateh
it
by
night
1
There
are
many
catches of fresh fish among the The post office department has a
with great resources, and the crops
Summer underwear for men ; fine, ribbed
s t a t e n o t ic e .
“ boys” who manipulate convention very stringent rule prohibiting the wooden bridges that you and I can of the past few years have put Ne
summer underwear for ladies and children,
E x p e rt R epairing
Estate of Richard Pool, late of the
name,
in
all
parts
of
our
county,
for
12^, 25, and 50c. Muslin drawers for
of Trappe, Montgomery county, de
wires. Thus a lucky Righter who presence in Washington for the that have been in use all our short braska farmers in an enviable borough
children,
12,15,
20,
and
25c.,
according
to
ceased. Letters testamentary on the above
Agricultural Machinery, sewing machines,
size. Full line of infants- caps, slips, and of
writes prettily and has gumption purpose of trying to influence legis or long lives and have never had a position.
estate having been granted the undersigned,
8ome Lawns as low as 4 cents and from
long dresses. Babies7 short white dresses pumps,locks, guns, bicycles, etc.
all
persons
indebted
to
said
estate
are
re
enough to fish well amoog fish, as lation of any postal employe, and watchman or a fire. Some have
that up to 12% cents a yard.
for.25, 50, 75c. and $1 each. P. N. Corsets ;
Lawn Mowers, Scissors and Saws sharp
quested to make immediate payment, and
also the Superb corset at 50c. S. H. H; and ened and Keys fitted.
well as among men, is to be hand under that rule the man who is now been moved by the floods. Some Biggest Locomotive in the World. those having legal claims, to present the
Telegram
bindings.
Fine line of Ladies’ White Shirt
delay to
of the bridges need attention. The
The biggest locomotive in the same without
somely rewarded !
Bicycles built to order and parts of every
Waists. New goods and of the very
M. B. LINDERMAN, Executor,
getting the fourth-class postmasters one over the mouth of the Skippack
description supplied. Wheels ent down and
latest
out. Some of fancy fabrics among
7-2Q.
Limerick,
Montg.
Co.,
Pa.
Men’s
Furnishing
Goods.
world is being manufactured for the
re-enameled ; Tires vulcanized. Repairs
into the National League of Fourth is the most dangerous of any now
them.
White Laundried shirts, 75c. and $1 each. guaranteed at prices you can afford to pay.
T he Republican State Convention Class Postmasters was discharged. in use that I am acquainted with. Great Northern Railroad by an
Night shirts, 50c. Arrow brand collars and
i r e i- . f i r e i-. n o t ic e .
Also lot of Shirt Waists reduced to
American firm. This new giant
Thankful to the public for past favors, I
at Harrisburg nominated
cuffs. The latest in ties for r*-ents. White invite continued patronage.
The object of the league is to get It is built without any regard to the
The members of the Mutual Fire In
25 cents from $1.25 and 75 cents. Not
danger
of
the
stream
in
time
of
high
locomotive
is
a
12-wheel
freighter,
lace
trimmed
ties
for
ladies,
25
and
50c.
I
surance Company of Montgomery County
the latest styles, however.
Jacob Hay'Brown, of Lancaster, legislation from Congress raising
appreciate past favors aud hope to receive
water. It contains a death-trap be with cylinders 23x30. It has eight are hereby notified that a contribution was
for Judge of the Supreme Court.
the continued patronage of tbe public.
levied
on
July
18,1899,
of
one
dollar
on
each
the pay of fourth-class postmasters, tween its eastern and western ex
Thousand Dollars of Ordinary Risks,
Josiah R. Adams, of Philadel and they are now raising money to tremities that will be costly to the drjyers, 57 inches in diameter. The One
and the Rates fixed on Preferred and Hazard
Mrs. Frances Barrett,
boiler
is
an
improved
Belpaire
phia, for Superior Judge.
Risks, for which- each member of said
Main Street, Near Depot,
be used for that purpose by assess gounty some day ; for the traveler wagon top. The waist is 82 inches ous
Main St., near Depot,
Company is insured, and that J. Evans
James E. Barnett, of Western ing themselves from 10 cents to Who attempts to cross the Skippack in diameter and throat 91^. It has Isett,
Treasurer of said Company, will attend
COLLEGEVILLE, FA.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Pennsylvania, and a member of the $2 each, according to their pay. ijlo'wn there, when the stream is 424 two-inch flues, 14 feet and 8$ at his office, East corner of Main and Cherry
Keystone Dry Goods Store,
nlNfd to the topmost rising of the inches long. The total weight of streets, In the borough of Norristown, to re
famous Tenth Regiment, for State The Post Office Department can flood will surely be swept away be
ceive said Assessments from date.
the engine is 218,000 pounds ; total
Extract of Charter, Section 6. —“ Any Main St., Opposite Public Square,
Treasurer.
•prevent postal employes coming to tween the two bridges, which should weight of the engine and tender, member
failing to pay his or her assessment
or tax within 40 days after the above publi
The work of the Convention, over Washington to lobby before Con be all one all the way across—the 330,000 pounds.
NORRISTOWN, PA.
cation
shall
forfeit and pay for such neglect
which Senator Penrose presided, gressional committees, but it can same as yours at Coliegeville. The
double such rates.”
ATThe 40 days’ time for payment of such tax Egr- Open evenings till 8 ; Saturdays 10.
was accomplished with celerity. not prevent their employing lobby Grand Jury should take notice of
A
Strange
Request.
will date from July 26, 1899. Persons send
this matter at once. Another thing
The resolutions claim for the Re ists and sending them to Washing is called to the attention of the
ing money by mail must accompany the
Woman, as a rule, holds the same
with postage in order to receive a re
publican parly about all that bas ton. When it is remembered that Grand Jury and the Courts: The household together, and this is ceipt therefor.
J . EVANS I8ETT, Treasurer.
been achieved for humanity and the the comparatively few printers and utter and almost universal neglect
.Supplied with Goods that lfon
strangely exemplified by an elderly
temporal salvation of the human book binders in the Government of the proper authorities to pro
w ill Need from Time to Time.
vide finger boards or index signs at maiden lady who died a few weeks
race in the United States since the Printing Office raised a fund of the
corners of streets and roads as ago in Athlone, Ireland. She left a
AH Departm ents P ally Stocked
FROM FACTORY
Goods at prices based upon a fair exchange
days of John Brown’s raid at Harp $40,000 during the last session of required by law. When I was in
fortune of $130,000, to be spent in
With Choice Goods That
— OF —
values, as well as at special bargain
er’s Ferrj\
Congress to be used in getting Council in this Borough, I had this the erection of a church, provided
TO THE STORE offigures.
W ill P lease Buyers.
A
dollar
will
go
a
long
way
here.
law
enforced
for
the
first
time,
and
that her body should be converted
their pay raised, and succeeded in
Means better goods for your money than
P h i l a d e l p h i a is making most getting it done, it will be seen that also called the attention of the into ashes and used in making the
you obtain elsewhere, because no mid
elaborate preparations for the Na the lobby fund of the fourth-class courts to it as ' it applied to the mortar for building the edifice.
dleman’s profit comes in ; hence
draws near a close. This month’s trade
county. In a . trip through the
at the “ Big Store” has been very heavy.
tional Encampment and Reunion of postmasters will be enormous if townships of Norriton, Whitpain,
Our friends and visitors have secured
h We A sk to be Thought oN You will find lovely Dress Patterns, Heavy
the Grand Army of the Republic, in they all go into the movement. Gwynedd, Hatfield, Worcester,
Ancient Sweet Peas.
bargains. There still remains on the
list to be continued this month
Outing Flannel Skirts, 29c. each. Fancy
that city, from September 4 to 9. Postmaster General Smith inti Skippack,, Towamencin, and Mont
At the Windsor flower show, re Bargain
POULTRY NETTING,
when the time comes to buy shoes for
only the following :
Ginghams, Gloves, Mittens, Suspenders,
fall or winter, and because you profit by
Accommodations for 18,000 vet mates that he will oppose the rais gomery, last week, I noticed par cently held in London, there were MATTINGS.
so
doing
in
price
and
quality,
judging
IRON FENCING, <£c.
Silk Umbrellas.
Main floor to the right Great many de
erans are rflteady secured in the ing of the fourth-class postmasters ticularly that the index boards were exhibited some sweet pea vines
from actual worth. We carry shoes for
either absent or dilapidated and un
sirable
patterns
yet
here
to
choose
from.
country
and
town
wear,
and
you
can
various halls in. the city proper. pay.
intelligible. The Grand Jury have which were grown from seed taken REFRIGERATORS and ICE CHESTS.
get suited here. All we ask is a trial.
From 6,000 to 10,000 more will find
a
great many things to do, but as from the tomb of an Egyptian
Main floor to the left. These goods will
The U. S. will be represented at
A full and complete line of
shelter in Camp Sexton on the green the Congress of the International the Episcopalians say every Sun mummy buried 2,000 years ago. be higher in price next season.
FLAME OIL COOK STOVES.
slopes of Fairinounl Park. A naval Geographical Society, which will day they have left undone those The blossoms were of a delicate BLUE
Middle main floor to the left. A few on
things they ought to have done, pink and white in color, and slightly
Is moving right along. Good stock passed
parade will constitute.an important sit at Berliu from September 28th and
band. The $7.00 kind for $6.00 : the $9.00
have done those things that smaller than the ordinary size.
kind
for $8.00.
over the counters at the right prices.
feature of the ceremonies and thou to October,4th, inclusive,; by Prof. they ought not to have done. And
THE CHINA DEPARTMENT.
sands of the veterans will march on Willis f'L. : Moore, Chief : of. the I often wonder why they don’t quit
Great clearing sale here, getting ready for
Why He Remained D irty..
principal streets, which are already Weather Bureau j Ge.h. A. • W, it. The Grand Jury go to the jail
the new fall lines of China, Toys, Lamps, &c.
From the New York Times.
We have Cups and Saucers for le. each.
being appropriately decorated and Greeley.,. Chief of the Signal Ser and the county almshouse, when no
Norristown, Pa.
Large Bowls for 3 and 5c. each
“Johnnie,” said the mission
complaint
calls
them
there,
and
Seeded and Seedless Raisins, Currants,
Large Pitchers for 10c., worth 25c.
lined with reviewing stands. Camp vice, and Ambassador White. Prof. even when the Court informs them teacher, severely, to one of the
Large Whitewash Bowls 19c., worth 50c.
Citron,
Orange and Lemon Peel, New Or
AT PRICES GUARANTEED TO BE
fires and reunions by the hundred Moore will tell the Congress about that there is no necessity for their children in her care, “ why do you
Large Baking Dishes 5c., worth 10c.
THE B E S T O P THEM A L L 11
leans
Molasses,
very best Syrup 40c. gal.,
This
large
room
is
a
bargain
room
for
■will be held, and every day of the new lines of work in the meteoro going ; and the same jury- pays no come here so dirty ? Why don’t
LOW AS ANY.
one week longer. It will pay you to buy
Bakiug Syrup 5 and 8c. qt., strictly Home
week or morfe ’thV members will re logical line and Gen. Greeley will attention to the very things that you wash your face ?”
8om$ presentsltow.,: :We will. show you
------o-----“I can’t,” said Johnnie. “My
made Mince Meat 12c.lb., nice large Prunes
why the folks like to deal at the “ Big
main in the city will be crowded report on: American Geographical have^so' frequently been called to Mother’s
Store,” When you come in its the price
a ‘washerwoman,’ and she
their attention.
5c. lb., can corn 4 for 25c., xxxx Lozenge
and variety that brings you.
with interesting events,----Poultry Netting ;from 1 to 6 ft. in width.
research, and all three will endeavor
Some ‘o f the newspapers have goes off and takes the soap.”
II4 0 N T H L Y J W 3 A Z IN E i
Sugar for making candy, English Walnuts, Special low prices on full rolls.
tG persuade the Congress to' hold cotribi'ned together or at least have
Almonds, Dates, Figs, 10c. lb., Cranberries.
Towana three-ply felt roofing.
W A S H IN G T O N I.E T T E K .
Reduced Rates.
its'»ext meeting in Waslfinglonfr0' agreed in their statements that the
We have a few bushel' sacks of Fine Salt at
Contains
a
complete
novel
in
every
num

Republican State Convention at
ber; in ad dition to a large q u a n tity or useful
On and after September 1, 1899, students
From our Regular Correspondent.
25c.,
worth
50c.
bushel.
a n d en tertain in g reading m atter.
Harrisburg was a very slimly at attending the Schissler College of Business,
A pure Linseed Oil Paint for outbuildings
and fences at 75c. per gal.
V o c o n tin u e d sto rico , trliich a r e sa
W ashington , D. C.,Aug. 25, !99.— The Longest Asphalted Street In tended and tame affair. Well, if Norristown, Pa., will be able to secure re
Confectioner]’
always
fresh.
o b je ctio n a b le to momt r e a d e r * .
they call that convention a small duced rates on the line of the Schuylkill HARDWARE, CARPETS, OIL CLOTHS, I t should
the World. ■
A large assortment of WALL PAPER,
The most notable thing in official
Lowney’s Best Chocolates, Candy Toys
be in every household. Sub
TOYS, ETC.,
one, the people of Harrisburg"and Valley Traction Company as follows : To
newest designs.
scription, 83.00 per year.
10c. lb., Mixtures 7c. to 25c. lb.
Philadelphia can boast of the those in attendance will reply that
circles just now is the confidence
Agents w an ted in every to w n , to w hom
from Coliegeville, IS cents. To and
th e m ost liberal inducem ents w ill be offered.
58 and 60 East Main Street,
expressed in an early and satisfac longest asphalted street in the at 7 o’clock p. m. on Wednesday, and
E. G. Brownback,
W. P. FENTON,
from Eagleville, 10 cents. To and from
J. B. LIPPINCOTT COMPANY, Publisher«,
tory. peace in the Philippines, not world. Broad street has that unique the Iday before the convention, not •Consbohocken, 10 cents.
NORRISTOWN, PA.
PHILADELPHIA.
COLLEGEVILLE/ PA.

SI THE INDEPENDENT £
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S t r a /w

H a ts I

CO
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EV
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TT3? - TO - D A T E H E A D W E A R

F

IF YOU WANT TO BE RELIEVED
SURE CORN CURE,

Your Choice

: 1 0 CENTS PER BOTTLE.

C ulbert’s : D ru g : Store,

T R A C E Y , th e H a tte r,

J. D. S allad e, «§ NEW ARRIVALS &

16 E a s t M ain St.,

WINDOW

SCREENS,

w m m m m
SPECIAL

HARDWARE

S U B SALES!

If. S . Benjamin & Co.

F

E

Deering Harvesting
Machinery,

•N E W

E

LOT

Unlit and EloadiU Bicycles.

Lawns,
Org-andies,

Dim ities

E

F

GEORGE F. CLAMER

MORGAN WRIGHT

Every

Department

SH O E S

SEASONABLE GOODS

RIGHT PRICES.

THE MONTH

SPECIAL SALES

11tbe Lines ofDry M s ail H i *

P aints -- Oil - Glass

OorBoot andShoe Trade

H. L. NYCE,

6 E. M A IN ST.

: FINEST GROCERIES :

STORE - GOODS

LIPPINCOTT’S

H. E. E lston,

TRAPPE, PA.

IITHE INDEPENDENTS
TERMS — Ç1.00 PER YEAR
::
IN ADVANCE.
::

W. C. T..U.

Are Yon Assessed ?

The Y. W. C. T. U., of Yerkes,
will meet at the residence of Mr.
Geo. W. Zimmerman on Saturday
evening, September 2. A cordial
invitation is extended to the public.

September 6 is the last day for
assessment. The assessors will sit
on September 5 and 6 and all voters
should see that their names are
upon the list.

T h u rsd a y , A ug. 31, 1899
Position Secured.
John H. Bartmau in authorized
to collect am ounts due The Inde
pendent, and receive the names
o f new subscribers.
CHURCH SERVICES.
Episcopal service a t St. Jam es’, Evansburg,
every Sunday a t 10.30 a. m. Sunday School, 2
p. m. Also a service1a t Royersford a t 3.15-p. ¿a.
Kev. A. J. Barrow, rector.
St. Paul’s Memorial Protestant Episcopal
Church, Oaks Station. Rev. B. J . Douglass,
rector. On and after Sunday, June 4, morning
services will be held (D. V.) in Union Church,
Wetherill Corners near Shannonville, to begin
at 10 30.
Afternoon services throughout the year a t St.
Paul’s Memorial, near Oaks, a t 3.30. Sunday
School a t St. Paul’s a t 2.30.
United Evangelical Church, Trappe. Ser
vices next Sunday a t 10 a. m. Sunday School
at 2.00 p. in.
St. Luke’s Reformed Church, Trappe, Rev.
S. L. Messinger, pastor. Services next Sun
day as follows : Sunday School a t 8.46, a. m.
Harvest services a t 10 a. m., subject of sermon,
“A Basket of Summer F ruit.” Junior En
deavor prayer meeting a t 2 p. m. Y. P. S. C. E.
prayer meeting a t 6.45, and preaching a t 7.45 p.
m. All are cordially invited to attend the
services.

Clement E. Fry^ pf this borough,
has received ao appointment as an
internal revenue guager in Phila
delphia, and will soon dnter upon his
duties. He passed it civil service
examination some time ago.
Lutherans at Menlo Park.

Thè. annual meèting of the Luther
Leagues of Montgomery, Bucks,
and Ches'tér-cflutftiee will be held at
Menlo Park to-morrow, September
l. Prominent speakers will be
present.
liirthday Party.

Miss Eunice P. Saylor, of Eagleville, having reached the age of 21
years on Thursday evening, invited
about 50 of her friends to an even
ing party, which proved to be a
very pleasant social event.

A lteservoir.

O. D. Hunsicker has had a large
reservoir constructed on his fertile
farm, near Black Rock, tO; furnish
aA ample supply of water at his
ho.us.e_.and! barn.. ..The location of
thisTmprovement is such,that the
water pumped into the 'reservoir by
Drowned In a Quarry.
a wind pump will flow by gravity
Charles Musselman, 12 years old, just where it is wanted.
a son of Charles Musselman, of
Lansdale,; was drowned Saturday • T h e C h il d r e n H a d a J o y o u s
morning at that place. Musselman
O u tin g.
and several other.bqys.near his own
The excursion in large wagons to
age were bathing in an abandoned
quarry. The boys were in the habit Sanatoga, Wednesday of last week,
of going swimming in the quarry was greatly enjoyed by the mem
hole known as Weikel’s quarry, but bers of the Episcopal Sunday-School
were repeatedly warned that it was of Evansburg. The little folks,
dangerous, the water in some places particularly, were delighted with
being twenty feet deep.
what they saw at the park as well
as with the various pleasures af
Celebrated Her Hundredth Year. forded by the outing.
Mrs. Mary Rickabaugh Hampton,
probably the oldest person in Ches
ter county, celebrated her one hun
dredth birthday-anniversary at the
home of her son-in-law, . Robert
Patrick, in Charlestown township,
Friday. Owing to the aged lady’s
dislike for social demonstrations
only members of her family and a
few intimate friends participated in
the celebration. Mrs. Hampton was
born in Phoenixville August 25,
1799, and has lived thereall her life.

Scarlet and Typhoid Fever,

The children recently afflicted
with scarlet'fever at the residence
of Joseph Campbell, this borough,
have nearly recovered their usual
health. There are reported to be
five cases of this disease in Evans
burg, and four cases of typhoid
fever. Mrs. John A. Johnson and
daughter, who have suffered for
some time from the latter disease,
are convalescing.

It Bained.

THE TUBF.

Well, sure enough, just as the
old weather prophets and some of
the pessimists who are not old
enough to be gray-baired, were
finally persuading themselves to be
lieve that the corn crop was to be
dried up before maturity, it rained,'
it poured.
Saturday evening and
during Saturday night, Jupiter Pluvius united his aqueous influence
with the artillery of heaven and
things mundane were soaked and
shaken. Several electric shocks in
this borough were very severe. The
dashing rain and wind damaged
some fields* fences and trees. Con
siderable corn in stalk was blown
over in the surrounding country..
Trolley traffic was interfered with,
the cars running behind time for
several hours. The Perkiomen was
nearly bank full Sunday morning.

Renewed interest has been awak
ened in the Collegeville Driving
Park, and Mr. Robison has author
ized the same to be put in fair
shape for the accommodation of
.those who desire to exercise or de
velop their horses. A number of
persons were engaged Tuesday in
shaping up the course, and it is
hoped that those who delight in
driving a little faster than five miles
an hour (occasionally) and those
who ride bicycles will substanti
ally indicate their interest in the
Driving Park.
Hilborn’s driving course, near
Royersford, is growing in popular
ity. The track is usually in good
condition, and Mr. Hilborn is pains
taking in his efforts to please those
who visit bis place. A series of
races will be had there in the near
future, and a good time is antici
pated.

PEBSONAL.

Mrs. Charles Longaker and son,
of Yerkes, are spending several
weeks with Rev. E. Laros and
family, of Lansford, Pa.
Mr. and Mrs. John R. Hunsicker,
of Philadelphia ; Mr. and Mrs. Marpie and the Misses Reba Marple and
Edith Heckgrof, of Germantown,
and Mrs. Susan Hunsicker of Nor
ristown, were the guests for several
days of Mrs. Bartman and family.

IRONBRIDGE NOTES.

Rev. Amos Bean preached in the
chapel on Sunday evening.
Mr. Baker and family moved into
the house of H. F. Bean Saturday.

plished for the good of the place.
No one can realize it until they see
for themselves, and things heard
are not greater in this respect than
things seen, for they are here. Now
if things hoped for will pan out as
expected, which every one who
wishes to see our town flourish,
wishes to see success succeed, then
will those tilings hoped for come to
pass and the influence, the enter
prising spirit^ shown by Mr. Garrigdes be highly and most worthily
appreciated.'
John U. Francis, Jr., will build
an addition to his store room, and
is preparing to begin work next

X AtALlOXX U U w s !
LOT OF SHOAT8 !
Will be sold at public sale on MONDAY.
SEPTEMBER 4, 1899, at Black Rock hotel,
25 fresh cows direct from-r
_____ .Rockingham county, Virginia.
1 have selected these cows with care, and I
am sure they will please purchasers, for they
have all the qualities of first class cows.
Also 60 shoats, weighing from 40 to 100 lbs.
Sale at 2 o’clock. Conditions by
WM. GARTLANI).
W. Pierson, auct. I. E. Miller, clerk.
■pUBLIC ¡SALE OF

¡^APPLES!

m o iith .

The Scott Brothers will give an
entertainment in the chapel at
Shannonville shortl)’. Admission
fifteen cents.
The Grimes A. M. E. Sunday
School will picnic at Ringing Rocks
Park this Thursday.
Joseph Umstad found the half
peck measure lost by A. R. Sloan.
We missed hearing Rev. Mr.
Meyers’ sermon on Sunday. We
were on duty, but John Clevenstine
Dettra took the sermon, and we ex
pect to have the pleasure of reading
it, and the readers of the I ndepen
dent can have the same privilege if
their desires trend that way.
Laundry business does not pay
sufficient to have a regular agent to
devote his time wholly to the busi
ness, and Chester Rambo has re
signed and John U. Francis, Jr.,
will look after the interests of
Chester’s customers.
Mr. Barnes, Superintendent of
the Enamel Brick Works, is pros
pecting for copper, and it is said he
has found a rich lead at Salford
The ore here at the Shannonville
mines yielded an average of 22 per
cent, of pure metal, so it is said.
A landlady sent a package which
she thought contained collars, etc.,
but which was a brown felt hat, to
the laundry to be laundried, and
when the owner called to get his
hat the man at the laundry said it
was not done yet. That hat will be
done gone cooked for sure by the
time it gets back.
Post 45, G. A. R., Phoenixville,
will join the parade of the G. A. R.
on Tuesday next, leaving Phoenix
ville a few minutes after eight a. in.
They expect to be taken by Dr.
Shoemaker’s camera before they
start. Only ye comrades who have
dark or dark-blue pants, blouse,
white vest, regulation cap, (soup
ladle order,) while gloves, and
black neck-tie, can parade ; all
others will be drummed out the line
of march to the tune of the Rogue’s
March.
Plenty of fishermen, plenty of fish
if you know how to catch them.
The patience some men exhibit to
catch just one bite is astonishing.
Mr. and Mrs. Norris Brower have
one more daughter added to their
family circle.
Joseph Radcliff was in West
Chester on Tuesday, attending the
trial of the car looter McAnimy,
who undertook to steal the con
tents of three loaded cars at Perki
omen Junction some time ago.
The rainfall measured by the
guage at Mr. David Harvey’s mark
ed three inches and the fourteenth
part. This was from half-past five,
Saturday evening, to four a. m.,
Sunday morning.
Harry Showalter, Walter Yoorhees, Isabella Young, Bert Smith
and wife, and Ward Nichols, spent
Sunday in Atlantic City, g o i D g by
the all rail route on the Pennsv
R. R.
Mrs. Wm. Higginbotham and
daughter Lydia are visiting friends
in Frazer, Chester county.
An Italian named Toney, of
David Righter’s section of the P. &
R., climbed up on a shed roof at
tached to the barn on the Vander
slice farm while it was burning, in
bis effort to keep the flames from
spreading to the wagon house ; the
roof gave way and fell to the ground
below, injuring himself badly. He
was removed to the hospital at
Phoenixville.

Beautiful Canna».
William Undercoffier’s condition
is slowly improving.
In the front yard at the residence
of M. O. Roberts, this borough,
Preaching in the chapel on Sun
there is a iatge bed of French canday
evening by Rev. Joseph Hen
nas, many of them in bloom. This
Lutheran Sunday School Excur
Iron Cage for Lawbreakers.
Evansburg M. E. Church, Rev. D. C. Kauff attractive -floral sight has been ob
. • Misses Elizabeth and Amanda dricks.
sion to Chestnut H ill Park.
man, pastor. Sunday School, 9.30 a. m. Preach served with pleasure by many per
Grubb, of Freemansburg, are the
At a special meeting of Town
Samuel Cassel and family, of
ing, Sunday, a t 10.30 a. m. and 8 p. m. Epworth
guests
of Mrs. and Miss Grubb.
sons
the
past
month.
The
stalks
Council,
Thursday
evening,
it
was
The
excursion
of
the
Lutheran
Skippack, were the guests of John
1League service Sunday evening a t 7.30 o’clock.
are unusually large.
decided to procure an iron cage in Sunday School of Trappe to Chest
Prayer and class meeting, Thursday a t 8 p. m.
Mrs. Theo. Hallman and Miss Ida Cassel and family on Sunday.
which to incarcerate such law nut Hill Park, last Saturday, was Hallman have returned to their
Lower Providence Presbyterian Church, Rev.
breakers as may deserve to be de fairly well attended and a pleasant home in Downingtown. They spent
On a Strike.
C. R. Brodhead, pastor. Sunday School, 9.30
FROM TRAPPE AND BOUNDtained.
The question as to whether day was spent at the park. The several months in Evansburg.
a. m. Preaching, 10.30 a. m. Y. P. S. C. E.', 7
Fifteen mill boys went on a the borough
p. m. Preaching, 7.30 p. m.
ABOUT.
authorities
should
pur
journey
homeward,
Saturday
even
strike at Barber’s Woolen Mills, in
John M. Vanderslice Esq. and
Lower Providence B aptist Church. Preach Bridgeport, Thursday, because they chase the old school house to supply ing, was attended by some discom
Thursday
evening,
about twenty
ing services 10.30 a. m. and 7.30 p. m., every
a suitable room for the coming iron fort and inconvenience by reason of family, of Philadelphia, have just persons of this place and vicinity
were
refused
an
increase
of
ten
per
Sunday, Rev. Wm. Courson, pastor. Bible
cage, and for other borough pur the delays of trolley cars due to the returned from an extended trip attended the Sunday School Con
school, 9.30 a. m. Prayer m eeting, Wednesday cent, in wages. Their action caused
poses, supplied a timely topic for heavy shower that came up from through Canada, and are now the vention at Ringing Rocks Park.
evening a t 7.30. Shannonville Mission, every the mill to close, and almost a hun
some
argumentation. It is probable the south about five o’clock. All, guests of Dr. James Hamer.
second Sunday evening a t 7.30 ; Bible school, dred hands were thrown out of em
l’be exercises comprised music and
that
this
question will be further however, reached their homes in
Sundays, a t 2.30 p. m.; prayer meeting, Tues ployment.
Mrs. Wm. P. Fenton, accompan a lengthy lecture. The pavilion
days a t 7.30 p.m.; Rev. S. O. Perry, pastor.
considered at the regular meeting of safety.
ied by her son, spent several day’s was crowded and many failed to
Council to-morrow (Friday) even
in Ephrata, Pa.
Trinity Church.—Wednesday evening, prayer
hear what the speaker was talking
Fifiy-eightli Anniversary.
ing.
meeting a t 8 o’clock, and the C. E. monthly
K illed on the Beading Bailroad.
about.
Five cents admission was
Misses
Ida
and
Kathryn
Robison
business meeting a t 9 o’clock. Sunday: Sunday
The
fifty-eighth
anniversary
of
charged.
The weather being very
William
M.
Reigner,
a
laborer
and Morris and Joseph Robison,
School a t 9 a. in.; preaching a t 10 o’clock ;
A P a s t o r G o n e W e st.
employed by Charles Simons, near spent the past week at Atlantic hot, some people remarked that they
the Junior C. E. prayer service a t 2 p. m., and the Evansburg M. E. Church will
The Rev. Charles E. Wehler, a Limerick, was killed on "the Read City.
could be roasted without paying to
the Y. P. S. C. E. prayer service, vMisfcr:S$eila be held September 10-17, 1899.
Bechtel, leader, a t 7 o’clock.
There will he special services on son in-law of Dr. J. H. Hendricks, ing Railway Saturday night near
get into the packed pavilion.
Preparatory services in the Skippackville both Sundays at the usual time, as started with his family on Tuesday
Mr. Ralph Smith of Salem, N. J.
Sanatoga
by
being
struck
by
the
Church, Saturday afternoon a t 3 o’clock, and on well as each evening during the
Mr. and Mrs. James Wright and
afternoon of this week from College- Williamsport Express. His body and Miss Maggie Miller, of ConshoSunday morning, a t 10 o’clock, the Sacrament
child,
of Royersford, are visiting
hocken,
arc
the
guests
of
Mr.
and
week
at
8
p.
m.
The
program
for
vilie
for
his
new
field
of
labor,
was found by the crew of a work
of the Holy Communion will be administered.
Mrs.
Puhl.
Mrs.
A.
M.
Halteman.
the
anniversary
period
will
be
pub
Trinity Reformed Church, Dayton, train Sunday morning, Coroner
The pastor will conduct a preaching service in
Ironbridge Chapel, R ahn’s Station, Sunday lished in next week’s issue.
Ohio. Mr. Wehler took the 4.30 McGlathery held an inquest and
Mr. John Gayner, of Salem, N.
Regular meeting of the Trappe
evening, a t 7.30 o’clock.
p. m. train of the Pennsylvania R. rendered a verdict of accidental J. is visiting E. S. Moser and Temperance Society at the Evan
R., at the Broad Station, Philadel death. A singular feature in con family.
A Transformation.
gelical church, Thursday evening,
HOME ANI» A It KOAI».
phia, and on schedule time, reached nection with the accident is the
Mrs. James Long of King of September 7. The members will
It is not merely an addition, but Dayton, Wednesday morning, at fact that Reigner’s wife was killed
a transformation that proprietor 9.30 o’clock, without change of cars. about five years ago at a crossing Prussia, accompanied by her daugh hold a business meeting in the base
—By way of comparison
Stroudt is effecting just on the Mr. Wehler commences his work in on the Pennsylvania Railroad not ter Bessie, is spending the week ment at 7 o’clock. Public exer
cises at 7.45. All welcome.
other
side of the railroad. The ad bis new charge, Sept. 1, under very more than half a mile from the with Mrs. John Kratz.
—It may be taken for granted
dition has been thade to include an encouraging surroundings.
A Ladies’ Aid Society of the
The place where be met his death.
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Sloat, of
—That a “brush” on the track in entire, third floor, to ■his hotel church edifice is very fine, was re
United Evangelical church was
Philadelphia,
are
the
guests
of
Mr.
building as well as to afford much cently erected,and has all modern
ithe grove
formed Wednesday of last week
A Special Opportunity to Go to and Mrs. Charles Conway.
more room on the first floor. When
with an active membership of
—Will not be as expensive as too completed the building will be one appointments ; the membership is
the Seashore.
Miss Hannah L. Longacre re twenty-one. Success to the ladies.
pretty
large
and
aggressive
in
much speed on Main street.
of the most attractive in the Christian work.
On Sunday next, September 3, turned to Millersville Normal School
* ***
borough.
the Philadelphia and Reading Rail on Monday.
FAIBVIEW VILLAGE.
way Company will run the last of
—The next popular ev en t:
Miss Anna Wismer, of Reading,
The Public ¡Schools.
their popular one day excursions to visited friends about town last
Of Special Interest to Owners
The Fairview public school open
In many of the districts of the Atlantic City via. their Royal week.
—Garwood’s picnic in the alms
ed on Monday with thirty-five
o f Dogs.
county the public schools opened Route to the Sea, at greatly reduced
house grove next Saturday, Sep
pupils present; Miss Knabof BirdsMr. and Mrs. Geo. Koon, and boro, teacher.
It has been decided by the courts for another term Monday morning. rates. Special train will leave Coltember 1.
This is a decrease
their two sons, were the guests of in attendance from the opening last
that if a bicycle rider falls or sus The schools in this borough begin
—You will see many of your old tains an injury on account of a dog the term next Monday. In eighteen legeville at 7.21 a. m., arriving at Mr. and Mrs. Culbert, Sunday.
year.
Atlantic City depot at 10.30 a. m.
friends there.
barking or snapping at him, the districts school boards have voted Returning, special train will leave
Mr. W. P. Fenton spent Sunday
* * *
Miss Flora K. Heebner, our
owner of the animal is responsible an increase in salaries. Eight have Atlantic City depot at 7.00 p. m., at Anglesea, N. J.
teacher
for the past two terms, will
made
a
slight
decrease.
The
whole
for
all
damages.
In
a
recent
case
—Off to school with books and
allowing excursionists ample time
Mr. Abraham Bates and family of
slates will be the order next Mon the cyclist obtained $500 damages number of teachers in the county is for sight seeing, fishing and bath Pittsburg, Pa., and Rev. Benoni enter Oberlin College on Sept. 29.
by reason of being thrown from a about 600, an increase of 15 over ing. Persons desiring a day’s out
day morning
Albert Hiser and John Glasby
wheel on account of a vicious dog 1898. The Hatfield borough school ing should not overlook this excur Bates of Norristown, were recently have
completed painting the winter
board has increased the school sion, as tickets will be sold at the the guests of Mr. and Mrs. S. S.
—That will be generally observed attacking him.
cars
of the DeKalb street line of
Augee.
term from 7 months to 9 months. exceedingly low rate of $1.25 for
by the boys and girls about town.
the S. V. T. Co., and are now paint
The
West
Telford
board
have
in
Mrs. David Roberts, of Centre ing the cars of the Main street line.
Died.
the round trip. This is positively
—How quickly the days of an
creased the term from 8 months to
is visiting Mr. and Mrs. M. They will paint the summer cars the
An eighteen year old son of 8^ months. The term will be the your last opportunity for a reduced Point,
other vacation have come and de
coming winter.
widow Mercella and the late Isaac longest average school term Mont rate to the seashore this season. O. Roberts.
parted 1
H. Tyson, died at his mother’s gomery county has ever had. The Don’t forget the date, Sunday, Sep
Mr. W. F. Longacre returned to
* * *
Miss Mary Faulkner, of Norris
tember 3 ; rate $1.25.
New York city on Saturday.
home, Skippackville, on Sunday
— T here is g reat sim ilarity be- last, at 11 o’clock, a. in., mainly of program of the Institute, which
town, is spending several days with
Burgess F. J. Clamer and family Miss Adela C. Morgan.
tween a boxing m atch and a m atch kidney trouble. The funeral takes meets in Pottstown on October.30, A Car Left the Track and Ban
are down by the sea at Atlantic
box. S trik in g is th e main thiDg.— place to-day, interment in the Skip is nearly completed.
Against a Brick House.
Mrs. David Custer visited Dr.
City.
Lowell Courier.
packVille burying ground ; pastor
Mostellar of Phœnixville, last Sat
Sunday
afternoon
another
acci
A Wreck at Valley Forge.
Miss Bertha Tibballs, of Phila., urday and Sunday.
—Excavating for a cistern is in Hendricks has charge of the funeral
An engine, and half a dozen dent occurred on the Chestnut Hill was the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
progress at Firemen’s hall. Rain services, and Chas. M. Pool is the
freight cars on the Reading Rail trolley line. At Penn and Walnut Frank Gristock on Saturday and
About one-hundred and twentywater from a slate roof is good undertaker.
way pitched over a twenty-foot em stree.s, where there is a double turn Sunday.
five friends and pupils of the Prov
water.
bankment at 2 o’clock Sunday on l.he tracks, a car heavily laden
F ell Forty Feet and Fatally
A. H. Hendricks Esq., and family idence Presbyterian Sunday School
morning at Yalley Forge. Engine- with passengers jumped the track of Pottstown, were guests of Rev. took a trip to Wheelpump Park on
—The Welsbach gasoline lamps
Injured.
man in charge of locomotive No. when it reached the first turn and
in neighbor Scbeuren’s barber shop
Thursday last. A pleasant day was
Monday night John McGlynn, of 360, in coming around the curve, a ran against the brick residence of J. H. Hendricks and family, Sunday. spent by all.
produce a brilliant light. G. W.
Wm.
Booth.
Motorman
John
RosenMr. David Longacre, of New
Yost is agent for these lamps and Phoenixville, started for his borne hundred yards above the station, berry, Roxborough, who had charge
Stanton S. Bean, now employed
is taking quite a number of orders. on the North Side, and owing to the noticed the rear lights of a caboose of the car, says that while he was York city, is spending bis vacation in a meat store in Conshobocken,
with his mother, Mrs. Caroline E.
darkness prevailing at the time he a short distance ahead. He applied
is seriously ill with typhoid fever.
—Seventeen cows were sold at lost his way and walked over the the brakes and with his fireman descending the grade he found that Longacre.
Murray Moore’s public sale at northern entrance to Black Rock leaped, just as their locomotive hit the front brakes would not work, and
Rev. Brodhead returned Satur
Mr. Geo. F. Longacre left for
Heckman's hotel, Trappe, last Mon- Tunnel and fell forty feet to the the train ahead. The massive en realized immediately that an acci
day from a two weeks’ visit to Nova
Prospectville,
Saturday,
to
assume
»day, at an average price of $44.
Reading Railroad tracks. His gine cut through several cars, left dent was unavoidable. He called his duties as principal of the Scotia and Massachusetts. Mrs.
skull
was broken, he was terribly the track and then rolled over the to the passengers to remain seated schools at that place.
Brodhead will remain East until
—Mrs. Jesse Laros, of this bor- cut and
bruised and will die. He steep embankment, landing bottom and then tried to stop the velocity
October for the benefit of her
<cngh, has a night blooming cereus has not yet
“Like diamonds raindrops glisten.” Drops
of the car as best he knew how, but
L. R. Saylor, the genius who pre health.
regained
consciousness.
up
in
the
ditch
twenty
feet
below.
of
Hood’s Sarsaparilla are precious jewels
,pl“.nt that recently put forth fourWith it went a half-dozen coal cars. without avail. The car jumped the sides over the destinies of the The
for the blood which glisten in their use.
■tcen flowers.
track
at
the
corner,
dashed
across
Blade
of
Pottstown,
was
in
town
FBOH
OAKS.
Injured by tke Breaking Down Other cars of the trains were dis
Mr. Saylor
—Foot-ball and long-hair on varitributed over the tracks, some go the street, and then on to the side yesterday morning.
During the thunder storm on Nature’s Wonderwork—Niagara
o f a Band Stand.
walk,
stopping
only
when
it
struck
favored
this
office
with
a
brief visit. Saturday
■ously shaped heads will again be in
ing down the river embankment. A
Falls.
night lightning struck the
While
a
program
of
exercises
was
Mr.
Booth’s
house.
The
women
He
is
a
live
newspaper
man.
.order in the near by-and-by.
boy in the caboose was injured.
barn
belonging
to
John
Thomas,
being rendered Saturday at the
and children were badly frightened,
Mrs. Sarah Gausline, of Chester, Schuylkill township, Chester Co., TEN-DAY TEN -D O LLA B EXCU RSIO N V IA.
—Yesterday (Wednesday) was joint celebration of Zion’s Lutheran
and it was only the actions of the Miss
P H IL A D E L P H IA & REA D IN G — LEH IG H
Mary B. Weber and Mrs. setting it on fire. The barn and its
Under
B
ail
for
K
eeping
Money
Trolley Day for the benefit of the and St. Vincent's Reformed Sun
male passengers that kept them in Kate Atwood
VALLEY ROUTE.
of
Norristown,
and
contents
were
totally
destroyed.
Found
in
an
Old
Mattress.
■employes. The cars were hand day Schools in Bonnie Brae Park,
their seats. Two ladies were in Mrs. Hannah Weber, of Jefferson
We
are
nearly
all endued with a love of
All
the
live
stock
was
saved.
Mr.
somely decorated. The weather was near Spring City, a stand on which
Andrew S. Widger, of Norris jured. Everybody received a severe ville, were the guests of Mrs. Thomas has had a streak of ill luck, the Beautiful or Sublime in Nature. Form
the
band
was
playing,
being
over
not altogether favorable, but it is
town, is under bail, charged by the jolting. The motorman stuck to his
wealthy persons only had the oppor
weighted with the crowd upon it, Cahill sisters with the larceny of post to the last and escaped serious George Schlotter, last Friday. buried two children and bad his erly
hoped the boys did well anyhow.
tunity to travel and view Nature’s Marvels,
broke down with a crash, injuring $350. Previous to the death of the injury, although the front of tho Their combined ages are 303 years, horses to die last year, and now his but
modern improvements hare made it
the two eldest being 84 and 82.
barn destroyed, is indeed .a mis
—Jurors have been drawn for the several. Mrs. Jonas Bickhart, of
mother of the Misses Cahill she car was badly demolished.
possible for ones with very modest income.
fortune.
The
lightning
struck
in
October term of court.
Ell wood Roberts, the editorial
Spring City, had her leg broken and bad $350 in gold, which she kept in
In no way is this more apparent than in the
writer
and local historian, of the many places around here, broke Philadelphia & Reading’s popular, cheap
—The Farmers’ Union of Wor was internally injured. It is esti a bag. After the funeral the sis
FAMILY REUNIONS.
many
arms
on
telegraph
poles,
Norristown Herald, was in town
Niagara Falls Excursions. The next one
cester township has orders for over mated that 5000 people were pres ters made search for the money,
Ex Judge A. B. Longaker, of Friday afternoon. The scribe re knocked about four feet off one of which leaves Reading Terminal, Philadel
but were unable to find the wealth. Norristown,
200 tons of fertilizer for this fall’s ent at the picnic.
presided at the reunion grets that he was not in his sanc the smoke stacks at the Enamel phia, 9.00 a. m., Saturday, September 2nd.
The Cahill sisters several weeks ago Wednesday of
seeding. Also for nearly 200 bush
the Longaker family tum to greet his literary friend Brick Works, struck the house of Tickets will be good going only on Special
Met
Death
in
a
Foundry.
rented a portion of their house to at Sanatoga Park.
els of timothy seed. For dealers
It was attended from the metropolis of Montgom Mr. Mintzer, near Geiseboro,
and returning will be accepted on any
about home ?
A horrible and fatal accident oc Widger. In one of the rooms, they my many members of this promi ery. We are told that Mr. Rob scorching the wood work along the Train,
regular train (excepting “ Black Diamond
say,
were
two
mattresses
which
had
curred
in
Hallman’s
foundry,
Mont
cornice,
knocking
the
plaster
off
—Fred. Marquet, of Douglassnent Montgomery county family erts was particularly interested in
Express” ) within ten' days, including day of
vilie, has a California cucumber Clare, Saturday morning, Frank been stored there for a number of from various places. A program the old bridge and took note of the wall in the room occupied by sale. The tickets will be good either to or
years.
Widger
was
told
that
if
he
Al. Mintzer, playing many fantas from Niagara Falls or Buffalo, and return
fifty inches long, growing in bis Davenport, of Lansdale, was at
rendered in the park auditorium various other attractions.
work in a room adjoining the wanted to he could use them. He comprised prayer by Rev. L. K.
tic freaks and leaving a fragranee ing will permit a stop-off at Buffalo, Roches
garden.
foundry proper where the casting is accepted the offer. The Cahill sis
of double extract of brimstone and ter Junction (for Rochester), Geneva, Bur
—Jacob D. Reiflf, of Skippack, done. He was engaged in grinding ters say that Mrs. Widger gave one Evans, D. D., of Pottstown ; ad Correspondence.
sulphur wherever it landed.
dress
by
ex-Judge
Longaker
and
dette (for Watkins Glen), and Mauch
A Query.
has invented a butter mould with or finishing up some casting, when of the mattresses an overhauling
Chunk.
Sunday
evening,
the
large
stone
which four ropnd or square prints it is presumed the iron slipped and and came across the bag containing recitations and music by Miss
Why is it that pastors o f many
In connection with these excursions th$
Sbenkle
of
Phoenixville,
Miss
Mabel
barn
on
the
Yanderslice
farm
at
per minute may be formed.
became wedged between the rapidly the money. Her husband took the Longaker and Daniel G. Evans of years' faithful service, gener Perkiomen Junction was destroyed several railroad and steamship lines have
money
and
deposited
$200
of
the
moving wheel and the supporting
made arrangements to sell excursionists
Pottstown ; Miss May Longacre, ally year after year from the first
fire. The tenant, Joseph Kelley, tickets
Lost a Horse.
base. The wheel was thus stopped, amount in the Malvern Bank, Ches Lower Providence ; Miss Bertha L. day of January until the last day by
at reduced rates from connecting
lost all his crops. His horses and
A horse belonging to Benjamin and bursted by the power of the re ter county. Mrs. Widger testified Detwiier, Oaks. Officers for an of December, preach to the same up- cows having been turned out to points to Toronto, Thousand Islands and
that
she
found
the
money
in
a
mat
to-date congregations and perform
other points of interest.
Bean, of Cross Keys, Lower Provi volving shafting. One of the larg
other year were elected.
needed countless pastoral duties, pasture. This barn was destroyed
Canada’s Great Expotition, and Industrial
dence, died Friday from injury re est fragments struck Davenport in tress that had been purchased at a
The Slingluff reunion was held on without receiving any special public by fire on a ballown’een night four Fairs at Toronto, will be in progress until
ceived the day previous, while haul the face, tearing away one side of public sale from the Cahill sisters
or five years ago. James Kelley, a
ing gravel from the Perkiomen. A his head. The noise attracted the for $1.50. She denied that there Thursday, at the residence of C. W. recognition of appreciation for ard brother to the present tenant, lived September 8th, and Excursion Tickets, either
Davis,
Eagleville.
The
relatives
were
$350
in
the
bag,
but
slated
rail or boat, will be on sale at Niagara Falls
ent
and
persistent
work
so
cheer
bursted blood vessel was the cause attention of workmen in the foun
dry, and when they arrived in the that the amount was $270. Wid numbered about one hundred. After fully done, while young pastors, on the place at the time. The walls at special low rates.
of the animal’s death.
For further particulars, Pullman Seats,
room in which Davenport was work ger refused to give up the money to the reading of the history of the physical athletes, by reason of were not injured by the beat, as the
barn was built in 1813, and the in
A Mother Tells How She Saved ing their discovery was horrifying. the Cahill sisters, and he was com family there were addresses, sing costly drill in the gymnasium, men surance company rebuilt it, putting &c., for this excursion, and for information
about the next excursion, September 14tb,
The unfortunate workman lay pros pelled to furnish $600 bail for court. ing and prayer. Games were en tally and morally trained through a
H er Tittle Daughter’s Life,
gaged in by the young people.
seven to nine years’ course in col on a roof of galvanized tin to secure apply to any Philadelphia & Reading Ticket
trate
on
the
floor,
and
though
still
jl am the mother of eight children and
it from any sparks from engines on
warm, life was extinct. Death had
About three hundred of the de lege and seminary, proclaimed by the Perkiomen R. R. Kelley has Agent.
$100 REWARD. $100.
lhave had a great deal of experience with
learned
Faculties
and
Examining
scendants of Jacob Yost, who im
■medicines. Last summer my little daughter been almost instantaneous. It was
The readers of this paper will be pleased
Committees as splendidly equipped no insurance on orops or imple J VINCENT FOLEY,
lhad the dysentery in its worst form. We a 12 or 14-inch wheel which did the to learn that there is at least one dreaded migrated to America from the
for
their high vocation by reason of ments, and it is a serious loss to
fatal
work.
The
victim
had
been
disease that science has been able to cure in Palatinate 172 years ago, assembled
thought she would die. I tried everything
A RCH ITECT,
him.
I could think of, but nothing seemed to do employed by Mr. Hallman less than all its stages, and that is Catarrh. Hall’s at Sanatoga Park Thursday and their superior discipline of mind
420—422 SECOND AVE., ROYERSFORD, Pa.
Catarrh Care is the only positive cure known held their second annual family re and the accumulation of vast stores
T.
Edwin
Francis,
decorator,
is
two
weeks.
He
was
aged
about
her any good. I saw by on advertisement in
Plans and specifications prepared on short
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh being a
May be consulted on the construction
Eight generations were of knowledge, will expect in their building up quite a business here at notice.
our paper that Chamberlain’s Colic, Cholera forty-five years.
constitutional disease, requires a constitu union.
of
buildings a t any time.
31au.
tional treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Cure is represented. Addresses were made call the promise of an annual vaca Oaks, and as a paper hanger he has
and Diarrhoea Remedy was highly recom
taken
internally,
acting
directly
upon
the
tion
from
3
to
6
weeks,
(the
higher
the
name
of
having
no
equal.
He
mended and sent and got a bottle at once.
During; the civil war, as well as iu our late blood and mucous surfaces of the system’ and officers for the ensuing year
ll k in d s of
It proved to be one of the very best medi war with Spain, diarrhoea was one of the thereby destroying the foundation of the were elected. The next reunion the salary the longer the vacation,) has the painting to do for Mr. GarriWheelwrigh ting and carriage work
cines we ever had in the house. It saved my most troublesome diseases the army had to disease, and giving the patient strength by will be held one year hence at the when their churches shall be closed gues, which will require some time.
at the Perkiomen Bridge Carriage and
to all religious services, or the al It is remarkable how a little leaven done
little daughter’s life. I am anxions for every contend with. In many Instances it became building up the constitution and assisting same place.
Wagon
Works\ (next to Davis’ blacksmith
nature in doing its work. The proprietors
ready heavily taxed congregation will leaven a whole loaf. We have shop) in the beqt manner at the right prices.
mother to know what an excellent medicine chronic and the old soldiers still suffer from have
so much faith in its curative powers,
it is. Had I known it at first it would have it. Mr. David Taylor of Wind Ridge, that they offer One Hundred Dollars for
The soothing and healing properties of must get its supplies at its own been like Rip Yan Winkle, asleep Give me a trial.
7-13-1m.
DANIEL GOODMAN.
■saved me a great deal of anxiety and my lit Greene Co., Fa., is one of these. He uses any case that it fails to cure. Send for list Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy, its pleasant charges ? Is not this matter of so long that when a live man comes
tle daughter much suffering.—Yours truly, Chamberlain’s Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea. of testimonials. Address F. J. CHENEY taste and prompt and permanent cures, have vacation in these later years largely amongst us and awakens us we can
& CO.,. Toledo, O. Price75 cents per
Mrs. Geo. F. Burdick, Liberty, R. I. For Remedy and says he never found anything bottle. Sold by all druggists. Testimonials made it a great favorite with the people overdone, resulting in a premium on hardly shake off our stupor suffi
h r e s h in g .
Threshing and feed cutting done by
sale by Joseph W. Culbert, druggist, Col- that would give him such quick relief. It is free.
everywhere. For sale .by. Joseph W. Cul laziness, and thus an evil to pastor ciently to only wink at the improve
JOHN H. CASSELBERRY,
legeville, Pa.
Hall’s Family Pills are the best.
for sale by Joseph W. Culbert, druggist.
bert, druggists
and people ?
O bserver .
ments and the good he has accom-1
Lower Providence, Pa.

A

T

Will be sold at public sale, on SATUR
DAY, SEPTEMBER 16, 1899, on the prem
ises of Richard Poole, late of the Borough of
Trappe, Montgomery county. Pa., deceased,
about 75 trees of excellent apples of the fol
lowing varieties, v iz: Russets, Smith’s
Cider, Green Pippins, Rhode Island Green
ings, Wine Sap, Bell Flower, Baldwins, Cart
House, Smoke House, Ben Davis, Yellow
Doctor, Red Doctor, Fallowalters, Maiden
Eiush, King, and a variety of other good
winter keepers, the names of which are not
known. The fruit will be sold by the tree to
suit purchasers. Sale positive, rain or shine,
and will commence at 1.30 o’clock p. m.
Conditions, cash.
M. B. LINDERMAN, Ext-cuior.
W. M. Pierson, auct.
jpUBLIC SALE OF

Old School House.
By reason of the fact that the old school
property is no longer of use for school pur
poses, the Directors of Collegeville Borough
will offer at public sale, on SATURDAY,
SEPTEMBER 9t 1899, at 4 o’clock p. m.,
the old public school property at College
ville. The lot has a front of about 300 feet
on Fifth Avenue and 310 feet on Park
Avenue. The lot is 150 feet in depth at
widest part. The improvements are a twostory stone building, 32x42 feet, cellar under
part. By order of Board.
F. G. HOBSON, President.
FRANK H. GRISTOCK, Sec’y.
QHEKIFF’S SALE OF

REAL ESTATE!
By virtue of a writ of Levari Facias Issued
out of the Court of Common Pleas of Mont
gomery county, to me directed, will be sold
at public sale on WEDNESDAY, SEPTEM
BER 20, 1899, at one o’clock p. m., in CourtRoom No. 2, at the Court House, in the
Borough of Norristown, said county, the
following described real estate :
All that certain messuage and tract of
land situate at Mont Clare, in Upper Provi
dence township, said county, to wit :
Beginning in a public road at a corner of
land now or late of Charles Walters, bounded
by the same and lands now or late of Samuel
Hallman, Michael Longabough and Elijah
Boileau and said public road, containing ten
acres of laud, more or less. The improvemeats are a 2% story brick dwelling house
30 ft. by 20 ft., with a 2-story brick back
building 17 ft. by 16 ft., porch front,
and back, 8 rooms on first floor, 5
rooms oa Second floor, 1 room on
■bird floor, cellar and cellar kilchen.
Well of water and pump at door. Barn,
stone stable high, 40 ft. by 28 ft., frame
wagon house attached 28 ft. by 16 ft., draw
well, outbuildings, fruit and shade trees.
Seized and taken in execution as the prop
erty of Charles Priest, and to be sold by
JOHN K. LIGHT, Sheriff.
Down money $75 00.
Sheriff’s Office, Norristown, Pa., Aug. 21, ’99.

a

EWARD!
As there is a gang of thieves making
R
constant depredations upon the Schuylkill

Valley Traction Company’s lines, cutting the
copper wires and stealing the same, the
Company hereby offers a standing reward of
one hundred dollars ($100) for the appre
hension, arrest and conviction of any person
or persons who shall at any time be appre
hended in stealing the copper wires or other
property of the Company or of the person or
persons who purchase said stolen property,
knowing it to be stolen.
SCHUYLKILL VALLEY TRACTION CO.,
A. G. Davids, Gen. Manager.
200 Hens. Also Pigeons. Address,
W ANTED.
W. H. WEBER, Trappe P. O.

31au.

m ploym ent w a n t e d .
Middle-aged man, single, would like
employment in a store or creamery, as assist
ant ; willing, honest, and capable ; moder
ate salary. Inquire at
Slau.
THIS OFFICE.

E

ANTED.
A girl to do general housework. Ap
W
ply at
LAMB HOTEL, Trappe.
PECIAL NOTICE.
We have many calls for farms of all
S
sizes near Collegeville. We would like to

hear from owners wishing to sell or ex
change their farms. Address,
JAMES G CARSON, JR. & CO.
23d and Spring Garden St.
10au4t.
Philadelphia.
.
A Polo Alto buggy, In excellent order ;
F
price $60. Address,
o r sale

BOX 64, Port Kennedy, Pa.
.
A Portable Building, used as a Tintype
F
Gallery, for sale cheap. Apply at first house
o r sa le

rear of Printing Office.

.
One-horse trea'dpower, thresher and
F
cleaner in running order. Will be sold
o r sa le

cheap, since owner has no further use for it.
Inquire at
THIS OFFICE.

or rent.
A blacksmith shop in Upper Provi
dence, half-mile west of Trappe. Apply on
the premises to
H. C. HARLEY.

F

IDER MILL.
The Cider Mill at Spring Valley
C
Creamery, Trappe, will be in operation every
Tuesday after August 1st until further
notice.
7-20-4t. .

VTOTICE TO TAXPAYERS.
_Lx The undersigned is ready to receive
Collegeville Borough Taxes for the year 1899,
at his office on Main street, from 7 to 9 a. m.
On taxes paid prior to August 1, a rebate of
5 per cen.. will be allowed.
E. A. KRUSEN, Borough Treasurer.
Collegeville, Pa., July 20, ’99.

PO LITIC A L.
j ’ OK CLERK OF THE COURTS,

Isa ac N. C ooke,
POTTSTOWN, PA.
rules.

Subject to Republican

JpOR COUNTY COMMISSIONER

T h eo d o re S h riv er,
OF WHITEMARSH. Subject to the Demo
cratic Nominating Convention.
J iO R COUNTY COMMISSIONER

Jo h n H a m p to n ,
OF UPPER MERION. Subject to the rules
of the Republican party.
J j i O R C O U N T Y C O M M IS S IO N E R

D. K. G räb er,
OF PENNSBURG. Subject to Democratic
rules.
TiO R REGISTER OF WILLS.

H en ry A. G roff,
OF UPPER SALFORD.
lican rules.

Subject to Repub

^ O R COUNTY COMMISSIONER

Daniel M. A nders,
OF LOWER PROVIDENCE TOWNSHIP,
Subject to Republican rules.

THE WAYS WE LAUGH

H eadache

Is often a warning that the liver is
torpid or inactive. More serious
troubles may follow. For a prompt,
efficient cure of Headache and all
liver troubles, take

H o n :”

THEY DIFFER AS MUCH AS DO OUR
VOICES OR OUR FACES.
W h ile Men Com m only U«e th e A and
O Style, W omen U sually In d u lge In
th e B and I Brand—A L au gh T h at
W on Napoleon a B attle.

PHUSs

While they rouse the Lwr, restore
full, regular action of the bowels,
they do not gripe or pain, do not
irritate or inflame the internal organs,
but have a positive tonic effect. 25c.
at all druggists or by mail of
C. I. Hood & Co., Lowell, Mass.

Since the days of Adam, who Is said
to have invented laughter when he
awoke and saw Eve by his side, no
two people have laughed alike. The
laugh is as distinct as the voice.
Women laugh differently from men,
children from women; indeed, even
RAILROADS.
the laugh of a full bearded man is dif
ferent from that which he laughs when
he has shaved.
The Abbe Damasceni thought he had
discovered in the various enunciations
of laughter a sure guide to the tem
Engines Burn Hard Coal—No Smoke peraments of the laughers. Thus he
said “Ha! ha! ha!” belonged to a
IN EFFECT MAT 14, 1899.
choleric person; “He! he! he” to a
phlegmatic one, and “Ho! ho! ho!” to
Train» Leave Collegeville.
the sanguine. And it is a scientific
F ob P ekkiom ex J o nctio n , B rid gepo rt
fact that, while men commonly laugh
a n d P h il a d e l p h ia — Week days—6.29, 8.15
a. m.; 12.43, 5.59 p. m. Sundays—6.39
in A and O, women usually laugh in
u. m.; 6.13 p. m.
E and I.
F or Allen to w n —Week days—8.49,10 24
Those who practice laughing to any
a. m.; 8 22, 6.36, p. m. Sundays—8.30 a.
extent have been divided wittily into
m.; 7.45 p. m.
dimplers—and to know how charming
Trains For Collegeville.
L eave P h ila d e lph ia —Week days—7.21, they can be one has only to go back to
9.21 a. m.; 1.36, 5 21, p. m. Sundays—7.06 Charles Reade’s “Simpleton With a
a. in.; 6.21 p. m.
Dimple”—smilers,
grinners,
horse
L eave Br id g e po r t —Week days —8.11,
9.59 a. m.; 2.27, -6.04, p. m. Sundays—7.53 laughers and sneerers. This is to lay
down a science of laughing, for which
а. in.; 7.08 p. m.
L eave Pebkiom en J unction —Week days there might have been need had our
—8 33, 10.12 a. m.; 3.00, 0.:.2, p. m. Sun generals in the late war taken up the
days^—8.13 . m.; 7 28 p. m.
idea of old Bulow, who proposed to
L eave A llentow n — Week day —4.25,
б.
55, 10.50 a. in.; 4.85 p. m. Sunday form
4.35 troops, in face of the enemy, in
line of battle and order them to ad
а. m.; 4.35 p. m.
vance with their arms at a shoulder
ATLANTIC C1TÏ DIVISION.
and salute the foe with ringing bursts
IN EFFECT JU L Y 1, 1899.
Leave Philadelphia, Chestnut Street wharf of laughter.
and South Street wharf, for Atlantic City :
“Be sure,” said Bulow, “that your
Weekdays—Express, 8.00, 9.00,10 45 a.m., opponents, surprised and dismayed at
l . 30, 2.00, 3.00, (8.40 sixty minute), 4.00, this astonishing salute, would turn
4.80, (5.00 sixty minute), 5 30, 7.15 p. m.
Accommodation, 6.15 a. m., 5.30, 6.30 p. m. about and run off.”
Sundays—Express, 7.30, 8 00, 8 80, 9 00,
Perhaps this scheme would not work
10.00 a. m., 4 45, 7.15 p. m. Accommoda now, while the present long range ar
tion, 6 15 a m., 4.45 p. in. $1.00 Excursion tillery is used; but, as a matter of fact,
7.00 a. in. daily, and 7.30 Sundays.
Leave Atlautic City Depot : Weekdays— it is related that the Mamelukes once
Express, (6.45 Mondays only), 7.00, 7 45, turned tail from an assault upon the
(7.50 from Baltic ave. station only), 8.30, French in Egypt on hearing the roar
9.00. 10.15.11.00 a. m.,8.80, 4.30, 5 30, 7.30, of laughter with which Napoleon’s
9.80 p. m. Accommodation, 4 25,8.00 a. m.,
8.50 p. m. Sundays—Express, 8 30, 4 00, veterans greeted the command, “Form
5.00, 6.00, 6 SO, 7.00, 7.80, 8.00, 9.30 p. m. in squares, asses and men of science
Accommodation, 7.15 a. m., 4 80 p m. $1.00 in the center.”
Excursion, weekdays, 6.00 p. m. Sundays
Great men often have fancied it a
б.
10.
For Ocean City—Weekdays—8.45, 9.15 a. part of greatness to refrain from hilar
m. , 2.15, 4 15, 5.15 p. m. Sundays—8.45, ity. Philip IV of Spain is said to have
6.15 a. m., 4.45 p. m. $1.00 Excursion laughed only once in his life. That
Thursday and Sunday 7 00 a. m.
was when his bride, Anne of Austria,
For Cape May, and Sea Isle City—Week
days—9.15 a m , 2.30, 4.15 p. m. Sundays— wept at hearing that the queens of
8.45 a. m., 4.45 p. m. $1.00 Excursion Sun Spain had no feet. She took with Ger
man literalness an old piece of Spanish
days only, 7 00 a. m.
Additional for Cape May — Weekdays— courtesy. As she was journeying to
8.45 a. m. Sundays, 9.15 a. m.
ward Spain some German nuns met
I. A. SWEIGARD, EDSON J. WEEKS,
her and desired to present some stock
Gen’l Superintendent.
Gen’l Pass. Agent. ings of their own knitting. The worthy
Beading Terminal, Philadelphia.
princess was about to accept the gift
when a Spanish grandee of her suit in
terfered with the remark that it would
be against etiquette, as the queens of
Spain were not supposed to have any
use for stockings, whereat the princess
began to weep, understanding, poor
woman, that on her arrival in Spain
STOP AT THE
her feet would be cut off.
Lord Chesterfield said, “Nobody has
seen me laugh since I have come to my
reason,” and Congreve makes his Lord
Froth in the “Double Dealer” say,
“When I laugh, I always laugh alone.”
(Opposite Court Hcuse).
Young people and fools laugh easily,
says an old proverb, which often has
-----oOo----proved true.
f^gP First-class Accommodations for Man
Nevertheless the singer Robert gave
lessons in laughter in Paris and in Lon
and Beast.
don in 1805, and, so far at least as
filUng his own purse went, with suc
Stabling for 100 horses. Rates reasonable.
cess. He held that men and women
could not laugh “decently and sys
Both English and German spoken.
tematically” without proper training
-----oOo----and said that a person who could laugh
only in one tone seemed to him like
P. K. Gable, Proprietor. one who could say only oui and non,
but that a trained laughter should ex
press many things.
It is a curious fact that it is only
among the French and among the an
cients that we read of people laughing
themselves to death. We, in our days,
must have either more jokes or a dull
Fresh From the Factories, now er appreciation of wit. Zeuxis is said
to have died of laughing at a painting
of an old woman, his own handiwork.
on Exhibition at the
Philemon expired laughing at a donkey
l^T C O L L E G E V I L L E
who ate so contentedly the philoso
pher’s figs that, with his last articulate
breath, he sent out his last glass of
wine to the beast, who drank it with
We are now prepared to oiler equal enjoyment and thus proved him
self, it would seem, not such a donkey
oar customers goods at prices
after aU.
never before heard oli
It remains true, however, that laugh
Our line of Chamber Suits, at prices rang ter is good for the health. “Laugh and
ing from $12 to $50, are the best in the grow fat” is the old proverb. Syden
market, and are well worth inspection.
Parlor Suits in Hair Cloth, Brocatelle and ham maintained that the arrival of a
Silk Tapestry, from $15 to $50, are bard to clown in a village was as wholesome
be equalled.
as that of 20 donkeys laden with drugs.
Sideboards, from $8.50 to $30, in Solid Tissot, the famous French physician,
Oak, fancy tops and plate glasses, are the
cured consumption and liver com
finest.
Dining Room Chairs, Fancy Rockers, plaints by causing his patients to
Lounges, Coucher, Hall Racks and Fancy laugh, and Erasmus, through immoder
Book Cases, that cannot fail to attract your ate laughter at the rude Latin of Hutattention, both in quality and price.
We carry a full line of Rugs, Carpet ten’s “Letters of Obscure Men,” broke
Sweepers, Toilet Sets, Fancy Lamps, Dinner an internal abscess which had long
plagued him.
and Tea Sets.
Bed Springs, Mattresses, Pillows, Bolsters,
“When a man smiles, and much more
Feathers, and Bedding of all kinds.
Our line of Carpets is complete. Best when he laughs, it adds something to
ingrain at 50 cents ; good at 40 cents ; fair his fragment of life,” said Sterne, who
wished laughter enumerated in the ma
at 32 cents.
Picture Frames made to order.
teria medica, holding it as a curative
Window Shades of all kinds. We are sell of the same kind as coughing, sneez
ing a good Spring Roller Shade at 25 cents.
Make your selections early, while stock is ing and perhaps vomiting, only much
pleasanter than any of these.
complete.

Observe

W hen in Norristown, Pa.,

RAMB0 HOUSE,

BP®’Furniture

Furniture Warerooms!

Repairing and upholstering attended to
promptly.
All goods delivered free.

Queer Business Combinations.

P re s e rve s
A

{—fruits, jellies, pickles or catsup are ^
more easily, more quickly, more
healthfully sealed with lie fined Tdim
.W . Paraffine w ax than by any other
ym l method. Dozens of other uses will be

That a cut price sale is now
on in the Carpet Department
in order to hurry off hold
over patterns. There are
some remnants big enough
for a small room.

A HOMEMADE SUBSOILER.
A a Im plem ent to F o llo w th e B reak 
in g P lo w l a C la y Subsoil.

is called to the effective
clearing sale of Royal Shirt
Waists. It was made effec
tive by the big cut from
$1.25 to 75c. Shirt W aist
season lasts several months
yet.

A varied reduction ending
in a uniform price of 39 cts.
has been made in Ladies
Shirt Waists, sold regularly
at 50c., 75c. and $1.00.
Children’s and Misses Fine Lisle Thread Stock
ings, fast black, that were 25 to 50 cents, are now
16 cents the pair. Examination of these stockings
invited. They bear critical examination and will
win appreciation. Souvenir Day, Friday.
B R E N D L IN G E E S ,
80 and 83 Main 8t.
313 and 315 »«K alb St.

NORRISTOWN, PA.

IS

S T R IC T L Y

3 A M ATTER OF BUSINESS^
For purchasers of Clothing to get value in full for their money. They do not expect some
thing for nothing. Flaming announcements from pretentious dealers are always to be
taken for what they are worth. It is one thing to make loud claims and altogether an
other thing-to do business upon a fair, equitable basis. Our experience and our complete
stock of

— SPRIN G CLOTHING —

For Men and Boys, comprising whatever Is needed in style and quality, at small profits, to
suit all buyers, Is our best guarantee that we can give purchasers satisfaction. Salts that
look well and that will wear well at low figures, at prices just as low and In many instances
lower than the same grade of goods can be purchased in Fbiladelphia. Why throw away
your fare ? All Invited to inspect our large and varied stock of Clothing at the old estab
lished Clothing House of

H ER M A N W ETZEL,
TH E LEADING CLOTHING STORE,

66 and 68 Main St.,

:

Norristown, Pa.

The Norristown T il, Trust and Safe Deposit Co.-Capital i $250,000
Main and DeKalb Sts., Norristown, Pa.
JOHN W. LOCH, Pres’t. F. G. HOBSON, Treasurer and Trust Officer
PAYS 3 PE R CENT. Interest on Time Deposits. PAYS 2 PE R GENT. Interest on Active
Accounts. Acts as Executor, Trustee, Guardian, Assignee, Committee, Receiver, Agent, and Id
all trust capacities. Becomes Surety for those acting in fiduciary relations. Insures Titles toReal
Estate and mortgages.
m
Insures certified general searches. Rents Boxes in burglar proof vaults.
Send for book
)k with full explanations.

Farmers Take N otice:
More Chopping Done at
Clamer’s Collegeville Mills
Than Ever Before. W hy ?
Because it is well done, and done punctually. All kinds of feed at
lowest prices. It will pay you to get quotations aDd examine the quality
of Corn Bran, Coarse Winter Bran, Oats Feed (for plenty of milk)
Sugarine, Middlings, Sugar Feed, Oats, Linseed Meal, Cottonseed Meal
Cracked Corn, etc.
Respectfully,
EMIL KLAUSFELDER, Manager.

F. J. CLAMER.

—— Y ou C a n Do a s EE—
—= Y o u
Can anywhere else by placing your orders with us. We defy competi
Well and decidedly better than

\

tlon and our work will

—•— P le a se ——
you. Try us.
Cemetery work in all its branches. No contract too large or too
small for us. All work guaranteed as represented. Finest stock and
designs to select from.

H

W

Undertaker Embalmer
Orders entrusted to my charge will receive
the most careful and painstaking attention.

T
Q A V T A T ? Proprietor o f MARBLE WORKS
• JLi. u A JL L U I l ,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

Enterprise - Marble - Works.
H . E . B R A N D T , P ro p rie to r,
(Successor to D. T. Buckwalter.)

Monuments, To m bsto n es,0F ITABLENoRRGR AN H EfN MAR
In the Finest and Latest Resigns, at Low Figures.

Some Chicago men carry on at the
Every description of CEMETERY WORK, COPING, GALVANIZED RAILING, &c.
lame time two or more different lines promptly executed.
of business., Sometimes these combi
All stock on hand, including Fine Monuments and Tombstones, will be sold at
nations are laughable. Over the door a sacrifice to make room for new work.
of a store in Wells street is a sign
which announces “Wholesale Popcorn H. E. BRANDT, ROYERSFORD, PA
and School of Magic.” In the window
of an office in Madison street is an an
nouncement that within are to be had
“Books on Love and Poultry Raising.”
A South Side humorist has a placard
(Successor to Fox & Mowrey,)
In his basement window which reads,
“Lunches Put Up and Carpets Put
Down.”

John L. Bechtel,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
’Peonh No. 18.

THE OLD STAND
Established - - 1875.

Pendulums are affected by variations
of density of the air, as well as by
changing temperature.

TAPE
WORMS

Choice Bread
AND

Great Slaughter in Prices !—Foi
the next 30 days I will reduce Hand-made
Harness to Factory Prices. Any one order
ing harness in the next 30 days may have the
benefit of these prices,—everything else In
proportion. Blankets, Saddles, Bridles, Boots,
Whips, Stable Brooms, Combs, Brushes, etc
Also a lot of choice grade Cigars. Box
trade a specialty.

W. E. JOHNSON,
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PAIN BUSINESS TEN YEARS.

W. J. Thompson,

Cakes a w c m
tRAPIMAIIIt fVttfVTVfVa»

Work Doue at Short Notice.
Estimate» and Information
Cheerftally Giveu,

CATHARTIC
And Uealerin
the best

Young Men— Young Women
Vou are builders of your own fortunes.
* In youth you must build for future
success. Are you building wisely ?

iYSTERS

Nerve«! in a ll styles at

J*

T. B a k e r’s E atin g H o u se,

A FEW

A course of business studies
“ at the Schissler College of
ADVICE Business will give you the

N ext Door A bove P ost Office , COLLEG E
VILLE. Families supplied with the best oys
ters in the m arket a t the right prices.

WORDS
rQp
\c

strongest, the most useful,
the most practical education that can

BLACKSIITHING

be obtained anywhere, while the cost
is insignificant.

Address P. 0. Box 477, Spring City, Pa

IN VARIETY.
B eef, Y eal & M utton. K E E L E Y - C U R E
Full assortment of Cakes and Confection
ery always on hand. Ice Cream and Water
Visits Collegeville, Trappe, and vicinity on For Oruukenness removes all desire
Pleasant, Palatable. Potent, Taste Good. Do Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday mornings and necessity for liquor, and restores one to
Ices. Special attention given to supplying Good,
Never Sicken, Weaken, or Gripe. 10c, 25c. 50c.
Weddings and Parties.
of each week. Thankful to the public lor his normal condition. Tell your friend who
CURE C O N 8T IP A T IO N . . . .
past favors he Invites continued patronage. has lost his business or family through drink
Sterling Rentedj Company, Chicago, Montreal, Hew York. 313
JOHN H. CUSTER,
to call or write for free book.
Highest cash price paid for calves.
THE KEELEY INSTITUTE,
H n . T n . R l i i Bold and g u aran teed b r a lld rn a 12ma.
WM. J. THOMPSON.
82ju.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. H Ü • I V * M v c a t s to C U B I Tobacco H abltT
llau .
812 N. Broad St., Phila., Pa.

n o NT HESITATE, enter Schissler College
U now and build for future success and
prosperity as thousands of others have done

CARRIAGE PAINTING

ILLUSTRATED PROSPECTUS
SENT ON REQUEST

-----AT THE-----

HOMEMADE SUBSOIL FLOW.

Collepille Carriage forts.

Good materials and good workmanship.
enough for a draft horse. The share, or
point, is of a peculiar shape, and is Special efforts to give all patrons of either
made of a new, large, steel “bull department satisfaction.
tongue” cultivator “shovel” three
inches wide. The “bull tongue” is cut
WM. J. OGDEN,
as shown in the figure, leaving a long,
piercing, wedgelike point. The threefourth inch incisions at a a, allow the
upper half of the blade to be bent or
rolled backward, forming a long, deep
groove that clamps very securely
around the standard of the plow,
where it is firmly bolted.- The long,
tapering point, when the wheel is ad
justed for subsoiling to the desired
depth, lies perfectly flat in its course
through the soil—the curvature of the
upper half of the blade being quite
sufficient to lift, “ground mole fash
ion,” the entire bottom of the furrow, In the m arket'; washboard rubbing power.
while the passage of the standard, A trial given. For sale by
through the midst of this upheaval,
S. S- G R IF F IN ,
breaks and pulverizes the hitherto
hard, compact subsoil in a very thor 5-11.
Mont Glare, Montg. Co., Pa.
ough and satisfactory manner. The
handles are those of an ordinary cul
tivator, and the wheel, seven inches in
diameter, was purchased from a scrap
iron man for 15 cents. There being
some quite heavy forging upon the
beam in bending it to the desired shape
and in cutting the share down to the T H E N O R T H A M E R I C A N
proper form, it will be necessary to call
(P H IL A D E L P H IA )
upon the blacksmith for that part of
the operation.
To those unfamiliar with the practice lT*S DIFFERENT, because it prints
all the news, and all the news It prints
of subsoiling it may be well to say
is true.
that this implement is planned to fol*
low the breaking plow, tearing up and IT’S DIFFERENT, because It’s bright
and brisk, up-to-date and vigorous, but
mellowing the bottom of the furrow
not yellow.
to the depth of about eight inches.
Thus it will be plain that, if the break IT’S DIFFERENT, because its only
policy is to tell the truth. It has no
ing plow be turning to the depth of
covert or personal interests to promote.
eight inches, the subsoiler stirs up
It serves no political ambition, no creed,
another eight inches deeper, leaving
no class prejudice, no mere partisan
the plant or seed bed pulverized to the
purpose.
depth of 16 Inches.
IT’S DIFFERENT, because it advocates
equal taxation and battles against the
LOSSES FROM WEEDS.
existing system, which favors the rich
corporation at the expense of the
E ach D a y ’s G row th of a W eed Among
farmer, the merchant, the manufacturer
Hoed Crops Lessens tlie Yield.
and the wage-earner.
It would be difficult for most farm
IT’S
DIFFERENT, because it stands
ers to calculate how great is the loss
for Republican principles, and makes
from the prevalence of weeds in crops.
war upon all who, under the stolen
In a season when dry weather prevails
, name of Republicanism, are disloyal
these losses are comparatively small,
to those principles.
though even then the weeds take wa IT’S DIFFERENT, because it believes
ter from the soil, which is not all re
manhood and not money should rule.
Therefore it upholds the rights of all,
turned when they are uprooted and
as against the aggressive power of the
buried in it. The weed that is buried
privileged few.
Is surrounded by air spaces, keeping
IT’S
DIFFERENT, because no boss, no
the soil more porous than it otherwise
corporation, can control one line of its
would be, and therefore drying it out
space.
faster. The case is still worse as re IT ’S D I F F U R E N T , because It Is nongards the fertility that the weed has
sectarian and broad; every party, every
taken. It was originally entirely solu
faith, every class, and the workingman
equally with the millionaire, gets a fair
ble, but the weed has to ferment and
hearing in its columns.
be resolved into vegetable mold before
it can be put in the same soluble con I T ’S D IF F E R E N T , b e
ONE
cause it upholds faith in
dition. Yet, says American Cultivator,
humanity, and the pro
CEN T
we have known farmers to delay cul
gress of mankind toward
Everytivation of hoed crops so as to have
higher i d e a l s , larger
where
hopes and better living.
more grass and weeds to be plowed un
der.
I T ’S D IF F E R E N T ., It will continue to
It Is often said that weeds are
be different. Watch The North Ameri
a preventive of good farming; that
can and see tf grow.
there would be much less cultivation
of hoed crops if it were not that the
growth of weeds made it necessary.
Yet where the cultivator is kept going
all through the season, so often as to
prevent any weed from reaching the
surface, the weed killed as quickly as
it sprouted has done the soil more good
and less harm than it could do at any
subsequent stage of its growth. At
this early period about all the plant
substance has been directly furnished
from the swelling and decomposition
of the seed in germination. At this
time the carbonic acid gas which the
seed gives off when it germinates
makes its plant food more soluble than
it ever can be after the plant puts
forth roots and begins to draw from
the soil. Finely powdered malt has
been used as a fertilizer. When it has
been applied in contact with seed grain
of any kind, it has produced remark
able results, though it is too expensive
a fertilizer to be used on a very large
To sell and want to sell it, ad
scale. But the ordinary weed seed is
vertise in the INDEPENDENT
much smaller and has far less fertiliz
ing material in it than has a grain of
and you will sell it. Adver
barley.
It is the peculiarity of most weeds
tising pays every time.
that most of their growth is taken
directly from the soil, and that both
Real Estate, Personal Prop
it and the moisture to make the plant
food soluble are needed by growin
erty and Live Stock Sales, or
crops. Each day’s growth of a weed
among hoed crops lessens the yield.
Sales of any kind, advertised in
If the weed is left until late, its roots
will be so intermingled with those of
the INDEPENDENT, are sure
valuable crops that one cannot be de
to attract bidders and buyers.
stroyed without uprooting the other.
A little care in destroying the weeds
while small will save much labor later,
besides the inevitable shrinkage of the
crop among which the weeds have
been allowed to grow.

IT’S DIFFEBENT

m
m

If You

A most complete and successful mall course
Is provided fo r those u/ho cannot attend person
ally. Particulars mailed on request.

SCHISSVEfc
COLLEGE,

HANDY BABN DOOB.

w a y 8 eag,ly ft(,

cessible both from without and from
the inside of the barn. Whatever arti
cles are commonly placed in the win
dows, on dusty shelves, on crossbeams
and in odd corners should find their
way into the door box, so that one
might always know where to find
things instead of hunting them up and
losing one’s time and temper.

Get Your
Posters
Or whatever Job Printing you
may need from time to time, at
the INDEPENDENT Office.
We will try to serve you well
and give full value for value
received.
--------- 0O0---------

The Independent,
Collegeville, Pa.

1

iuuummu

PEH HA

THE ALBERTSON

^•COLLEGEVILLE-^

Trust “4Safe Deposit Co.

Carriap-:-Works!

NORRISTOWN, PA.

R. H. GRATER, P ro p ’r.
This Company Executes Trusts and
becomes surety for persons acting as Ad
ministrator, Trustee, Guardian, etc.
Assures T itles to R eal Estate.
Allows 3 PerCent. Interest on De
posits
Subject to check.
Allows 3 P ercent. Interest on De
posits
Subject to check, ten days uotice, or Certifi
cate of Deposit.
Loans m ade upon
Approved Security.
Real Estate or Collaterals.
Trust Department for tbe Ac
ceptance or Trusts under any will or
Instrument creating a Trust, and the care
and management of property and estates.
Absolutely Burglar Proof and Fire Proof
Safe Deposit Vault.
We Cheerfully Furnish Informa
tion
as to our methods of business.
Business and Correspondence Invited.
GEO. W. ROGERS, President.
SAM’L E. NYCE, Vice Pres., Trust Officer.
CLEMENT J. CRAFT, Sec. and Treas.

B
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DEISHER'S

S

I

<11119111»
C O LLE G E V ILL E , PA.

H a v e N ow in S to efc : Corning Eleptic Spring Top Buggy, spring back ; two
Second-hand Runabout Wagons, one Second
hand Surrey.
All K inds o f Carriages
and Business Wagons*
Repairing of all kinds will receive prompt
and careful attention.

JOHN S. KEPLER,

Undertaker «* Embalmer
TRAPPE, PA.

My past experience at the business, hav
ing proven satisfactory to those whom T have
served, I feel encouraged to continue my
efforts in the same direction. With a feel
ing of much appreciation for favors received
in the past, I hope to merit the future patron
age of the public.
SP^Will meet trains at a'.l Stations. Or
ders received by telephone or telegraph. 9-5

“ TRIED TRUE”

Fine Bread 4 Cakes.
—FULL LINE OF—

CONFECTIONERY
lee Cream, Water Ices, and Oysters in Season.

ir a
BU
IK
1»

Frank H. Deisher,
210C.

COLLEGEVILLE, PA

H. GRI STOCK'S SONS,
(SUCCESSORS TO O RISTO CE & V A N D E R S L IC E .)

That is the verdict rendered by
every one who uses
THE NEW NO. 9

Collegeville, Pa.,
DEA.LEBS IN

White and Yellow Pine, and Hemlock

WHEELER & WILSON
SEWING MACHINE.

LUM BER,

Substantial in every way. Easy to operate.

Various grades, dressed and undressed.

THE BALL BEARINGS make it very
light running. A perfect stitcher on either
light or heavy goods.

SH IN G LES, split and sawed.

Anything1

Scandinavian farmers in the north
west have preserved a number of old
country devices for buildings and
¡tools, some of
which gain favor with friends
a n d neighbors
of those who put
them into prac
tice. A drawing
of one of these
sent to The Ohio
Farmer r e p r e 
sents two half
d o o r s of the
common t y p e ,
The lower one
carries near the
top a tool box,
t h e usefulness
of which goes
without q u e s
tion, as it is al-

_

" B U S IN E S S * » ^

A / O R R I S T OW N

Have

A F arm Convenience.

CAN D Y

|

O

tasteless and odorless—air, water
and acid proof. Get a pound cake of
it with a list of its many uses
from yofi* druggist or grocer.
Bold everywhere.. Made by
STANDARD OIL CO.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiM i n i i i i iiiiiiiiHiinii

WA tape w orm eighteen feet lo n g at

least came on the ecene after my taking two
OASCARETS. This I am sure has oaused my
bad health for the past three years. I am still
taking Cascarets, the only cathartic w orth; of
notloe by sensible people.!’
g e o . W. B owles , Baird, Miss.

®
Paraffine Wax
mm In every household. I t is clean,

rV f
W
X
(V 1
™
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S a v in g Money.

Mrs. Billins—Is your son’s wife an
economical young woman ?
Mrs. Flabbns—I should say so. She
has induced him to let his whiskers
grow so as to be able to get along with
out neckties.—New York World.

w -...‘“'Refined

-----AND-----

Samuel E. Mowrey

ffl F U R N I S H I N G

A Rural New Yorker correspondent
sends to that journal a plan for making
an excellent little single horse subsoiler that works to perfection and
need not cost more than $2.50. He
worked the Implement out thus in his
home shop:
I first made a model, this being cut
from thin wood, and, as good fortune
favored me, I secured just the right
shape the first trial. The beam and
standard are formed of one bar of
wrought Iron 6 feet long and five-eighths
by 214 inches in size, which is strong

Notice

IT

D O N T H ES ITA TE
B U ILD '»«S T R EN G T H

kw

A ttention

Philadelphia &
R eading Railway

Fo.^eisàngeri

P IC K E T S , C ED A R AND C H E S T N U T
R A IL S .

L e h i g h a n d Schuylkill

THE ROTARY HOOK gives precision of
motion—no noisy shuttle.
A CHEAP SEWING MACHINE is one
that does good work and lasts a life time.
Get the best and be fully satisfied. Always
ready for service. Write for particulars.

CO A L. - - COAL.

F L O U R ,
Corn, » Bran, * Middlings,

Wheeler & Wilson Hamfatt'ii Co.
1319 Chestnut St., Philada.
FOR SALE BY

G. W . Yost, Collegeville.

OATS, L IN SE E D M EAL,
5 0 Y EA RS’
E X P E R IE N C E

AND CAKE MEAL.
Buffalo Phosphates, and others. Harri
son’s Town and Country Paint,—second to
none in the market. Also Harrison’s Rough
and Ready Paint,—a cheap durable paint
for barns and fencing.

P atents
I RADE IVlAnl\&

PATENTS,
Caveats and Trade Marks obtained, and al)
Patent Business conducted for MODERATE
FEES. Our office is opposite the U. 8. Pat
ent Office, We have no sub-agents, all busi
ness direct, hence can transact patent busi
ness in less time and at less cost than those
remote from Washington.
Send model, drawing, or photo, with de
scription. We advise if patentable or not,
free of charge. Our fee not dne till patent
Is secured. A book, “ How to Obtain Pat
ents,” with references to actual clients in
your State, county, or town. Address
C. A. SNOW & CO.,
Opposite Patent Office, Washington. D. C.

D esigns
C opyr igh ts A c .

Anyone sending a sketch and description may
qnlckly ascertain onr opinion free whether an
invention is probably patentable. Communica
tions strictly confldentfaL Handbook on Patents
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive
special notice, without charge, in the

Scientific Am erican.
A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest cir

culation of any scientific journal. Terras, $3 a
year; four months,
Sold by all newsdealers.

MBranch
UNNOffice,
iCo.3
6,Broadwa>f’NewYork
625 F St., Washington, D. C.
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PRICES REDUCED
-----AT-----

: Davis’ Blacksmith S h o p :
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
■VTORRISTOWN HERALD BOOK
BINDERY. Binding, Job Ruling,
Four new shoes, any style or shape, put
Perforating, Paging, Numbering, Blank on for 99 cents.
Books for Banks and Business Houses, given
4-16
J. E. DAVIS.
special attention. Magazines bound and and
repairing done quickly and cheaply. Esti
mates cheerfully famished. Address,
ET YOUR Posters Printed at

MORGAN R. WILLS, Proprietor

G

tbe Independent onice.

